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A NOTE FROM THE
CHAIRPERSON
On behalf of NACURH Inc., our regional affiliates, our corporate offices, the Annual Conference and
the NACURH Executive Team, I am pleased to present the Semi-Annual Corporate Report. The past
semester has been a busy one for NACURH leadership and our member institutions. We have hosted
eight regional leadership conferences, including our first ever neutrally hosted conference in
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Hundreds of student-initiated programs were presented and attended by firsttime and returning delegates. Multiple award bids were submitted at each of the regional
conferences, with a NACURH and ACUHO-I Program of the Year being selected at the Semi Annual
conference. All regions entered the first year of their strategic plans, and legislation was heard at all
levels. There is no way I can summarize all the activity in NACURH over the past few months, but as
you can see, it has been a productive year for all involved.
I want to take the opportunity to thank all the member institutions who took a chance to host a
regional conference this fall and commend them for a job well done, as well as any institution who
took the leap of faith to bid for a conference this fall and those institutions who will be hosting a
conference this spring. Without these member institutions our meetings, networking and
programming wouldn’t be possible. I urge any institution looking for an incredible leadership
opportunity to consider bidding to host a regional conference. If you are interested, please consider
reaching out to your Regional Director.
Of course, the year does not stop here. This spring will be packed full of opportunities for member
schools and entities to be involved. February will being all of us into National Residence Hall Month
with each week focusing on a different area of residential student leadership ranging from service,
advocacy, recognition and programming. We will also kick off the spring business conference season
in mid-February, with four conferences in one weekend. NACURH will be offering multiple
opportunities for webinars and chats and we encourage all members to get connected with their
peers next door and across the corporation.
The NACURH Executive team has been hard at work implementing the second year of the NACURH
strategic plan, and we are excited to announce several new developments, including the NACURH
Code of Ethics and the NACURH Wide leadership transition retreat. This comes in addition to several
new corporate partnerships and sponsorships and other new NACURH initiatives. As it stands, we are
well on track to successfully complete this year’s strategic planning initiatives and support the
completion of the next and final year’s goals. Large changes are often uncomfortable, and we thank all
NACURH leadership for their willingness to be a part of the leading edge.
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This May, thousands of students will descend upon the city of West Lafayette, Indiana to Purdue
University for this year’s Annual Conference. The conference staff has been working non-stop to create
an experience that promises to take NACURH to new heights. At the Semi Annual conference, the
boards had the opportunity to tour the facilities and get a taste of everything the conference has in
store, and I am confident in saying that this is an experience that you will not want to miss. We cannot
wait for you all to feel the same at NACURH 2017 - Project Leadership at Purdue University.
Finally, I would like to commend and remind each and very member of this corporation of the
privilege of responsibility they carry. Being a leader isn’t easy - if it were everyone would do it. Being a
leader and being a member of NACURH means that you are committed to the betterment of others
and serving to the highest degree. It means time given, it means care taken, it means words spoken
for a purpose that is bigger than any one individual. I am confident in the students of NACURH to
create this type of positive change and to demand it from others. On this note, I would like to extend
a thank you. Thank you all for being willing to shoulder that responsibility and to work for the good of
NACURH.
On Behalf of the Executive Team,

Shannon Mulqueen
NACURH Chairperson
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NACURH EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Shannon Mulqueen | Chairperson
Indiana University
chair@nacurh.org

Emily Braught | Associate for
Administration
Clemson University
naa@nacurh.org

Austin Lujan | Associate for
Finance
University of Northern Colorado
naf@nacurh.org

Aaron Ringsby | Associate for NRHH
Kent State University
nan@nacurh.org

Dan Ocampo | NACURH Advisor
University of the Pacific
advisor@nacurh.org

Adam Schwarz | NRHH Advisor
Florida Atlantic University
nrhhadvisor@nacurh.org

Christina Aichele | Conference
Resource Consultant
University of Wisconsin - Whitewater
crc@nacurh.org

CONFERENCES ATTENDED
Central Atlantic
CAACURH 2016 - Aaron Ringsby

North East
NEACURH 2016 - Austin Lujan

Great Lakes
GLACURH 2016 - Shannon Mulqueen

Pacific
PACURH 2016 - Aaron Ringsby

Intermountain
IACURH 2016 - Emily Braught

South Atlantic
SAACURH 2016 - Austin Lujan

Midwest
MACURH 2016 - Shannon Mulqueen

Southwest
SWACURH 2016 - Emily Braught
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NACURH EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
NEW NACURH LEVEL-INITIATIVES
Corporate Partnerships
One of the many tasks completed has been the development of new corporate partners, including but
not limited to PinProsPlus, It’s On Us, LeaderShape. We are also currently developing a partnership
with Lyft.
NACURH Leadership Virtual Conference
The NACURH Executive Committee developed a four hour long virtual conference utilizing our online
meeting software, Zoom for all of NACURH Leadership. The conference included topics such as
conference preparations, ethical leadership, breakout sessions with different personal development
topics.
NACURH Charter Day
This year, NACURH increased awareness of NACURH Charter Day, developing and increasing the
amount of advertising and social media engagement with NACURH overall.
NACURH Corporate Office Merge
Began the transition process from two on campus office locations to one. Addressed changes in
positional roles, marketing, and office responsibility. Generated and continue to generate plans for
transition.
NACURH Leadership Ethics & Accountability
Development of an Ethics statement for NACURH Leadership to assist in the guidance of ethical
practices of the corporation as a whole. Created more structured accountability processes in order to
hold regional and NACURH level leadership accountable to their actions.
RFI Database
NACURH’s database to house all RFI documents has been out of commission for the past few
affiliation years. This January, NACURH purchased new software to house all RFI documents as well as
other pertinent information that member institutions might want. The Database will be running for the
upcoming affiliation year.
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NACURH EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
NEW NACURH LEVEL-INITIATIVES (CON’T)
NACURH Leadership Transition Retreat
In accordance to the Strategic Plan explored the potential for a NACURH Leadership Transition
Retreat to enhance the transition and training process of our leadership. Developed a plan for a two
year trial period for a transition retreat connected to the Annual Conference.
New Webinar Process & Records
Creation of and recording of new webinars that can be utilized as resources in the future. Continued
development of Webinar topics.
New Training Records
This year, NACURH revamped its training records for the NACURH Board of Directors and the
NACURH NRHH Board. In addition, NACURH now requires each outgoing officer to turn in a transition
report highlighting the details of enacting the position in order to increase guidance and historical
perspective of new leadership members.
NACURH Leadership 360 Evaluation Process
Developed and implemented a 360 degree evaluative process for each member of NACURH
Leadership, including the NACURH Executive Team. The process included self-evaluations, peer
evaluations, and will conclude with a brief self reflection to ensure the continued development of
those who represent both NACURH and their regional affiliates.
Created digital NRHH forms
Created digital forms the NRHH Chapters to utilize to increase sustainability and efficiency.
Implementation of Of The Month services and NRHH Logos
NACURH’s Change and rebrand of NRHH in accordance with the NRHH and NACURH Strategic Plans.
Rebrand of the Of The Month Logo and increased utilization of Of The Month as a NACURH Level
service that incorporates NRHH but is not solely NRHH focused.
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NACURH EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
POSITIONAL GOALS | CHAIRPERSON
Training
• Created sustainable HAND & FOOT resources, including recorded training and the first written
documents
• NACURH Leadership - interpersonal development at training rather than total focus on positional
responsibilities
• Overview of director training with respect to relevant topics to the position, including conference
hosting & strategic planning
• Collect training records from NACURh and regional levels to provide context in the future and
create resources for future students
• Positional time at semis focusing on the areas of leadership for each role and what the purpose of
NACURH should be versus what we are currently executing
• Implement transition retreat for incoming NACURH leadership and define the role of the outgoing
board in transition
Corporate Offices
• Office discussions throughout the year to ensure a successful transition and complete
understanding of one another’s roles
• Create expectations for the conference based transition, this year’s annual conference, and for
current operation during the transition year and first year of the new office.
Conferences
• Creation of new conference hosting resources from the CRC for regional conference to address a
stated need and lack of conference hosts
• Increased focus on programming and definition of leadership within the conference setting,
especially at the annual conference
• Timeliness of communication with NBD Liaison in regard to needs and expectations for the annual
conference
Support
• Regular one on ones & individualized support with directors and conference staff
• Develop clear working relationship with executive board and collaborate to expand on each
other’s strengths
• Implementation of Strategic Plan Goals
Development
• Expand corporate sponsors and partners
• Implement NACURH wide transition retreat
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NACURH EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
POSITIONAL GOALS | ASSOCIATE FOR ADMINISTRATION
Coordinating Officer and Regional Director Relationship
Focus on increasing the amount of communication that the Directors receive about the CO experience
on the NACURH Level. Information for Directors has been provided about supporting COs and COs
have been asked questions that contribute to their reflection of the how their experience has been.
Next semester, I will aim to increase the amount of communication COs receive from me about
NACURH Board of Director Level activities.
Extended Training & Development
Coordinating Officers have begun a piece of their chat that focuses solely on their personal or
professional development. This coming semester, these personal/professional development
opportunities will switch from being run by a NACURH Executive to being ran by other COs. This aims
to increase ownership over the CO experience as well as empower COs to create development
opportunities that could be utilized within their regions.
NACURH- U
Significant work has been done on developing specific learning outcomes and presentation
expectations for the eight areas of learning that NACURH-U will cover. NACURH-U and LEAD, are two
of the NACURH Level services provided for leadership development. Steps have been made to
marketing and connect these services in a more meaningful way in the future.
Increased utilization of assessment
360 Degree Evaluation is used to increase streamlined comparison of all NACURH Leadership. The
NACURH Executives utilized the NACURH Services and Performances Assessment to collect
information regarding important strategic planning topics. In addition, NACURH collected additional
data on commitment to NACURH, as well as collection on whether or not students feel diverse
opinions are welcomed and respected within NACURH.
The LINK
Opened up submissions from all of NACURH’s members in addition to NACURH Leadership and will
do so again for the spring edition.
Administrative Tasks
Followed in the footsteps of the past NACURH Associate for Administration, further standardization of
new documents, creation of new documents that can be utilized down the road. Utilizing the same
consistent imaging and branding, attempting to continue to solidify NACURH’s corporate brand.
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NACURH EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
POSITIONAL GOALS | ASSOCIATE FOR FINANCE
Xero Management & Training (Current and New ADAFs)
Frequently look at each of the regional and office accounts to make sure that Reconciliations are
happening or items are detailed acceptably. Everyone has a slip up now and then but it is my
responsibility to make them aware of needed changes so they don’t have to worry about it months
from now. With New ADAFs I have been able to transition them and get them situated within their role
no later than one (1) to (2) weeks after they are elected, selected, or appointed.
Xero Reports
I have not explored the implementation of other reports into Finance Reports from regions / offices,
but have indeed explored a lot of the other reporting functions of Xero. I have come to the conclusion
that what we use currently are more than sufficient for overall monthly financial reporting.
Relationship with the NACURH CRC
One (1) of my goals was to ensure that my relationship with the NACURH CRC was as fluid and positive
as possible, so we can make decisions as a team. I think our relationship is unique because we are
always on the same page and it has been so helpful. It’s important for the NAF and CRC to have a
relationship that allows them to exchange dialogue, make decisions, and support regions and our
Annual Conference staff.
Identifying the Pivotal Point (Unbalanced Budgets)
In my application for NAF I stated that Unbalanced Budgets is the pivotal point of NACURH when it
comes to moving forward with finances. I think in order to resolve the issue the NAF really needs to be
invested in their ADAFs in order to establish trust and a real relationship. Working with the ADAFs and
having that relationship with them has given me the opportunity to understand their financial culture
more in order to stop the cycle of “pulling rank” in order to make financial changes within our entities.
Now ADAFs are empowered to really look at their finances and make the calls that past ADAFs would
fail to do, I am very confident and hopeful for a positive financial future for NACURH.
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NACURH EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
POSITIONAL GOALS | ASSOCIATE FOR FINANCE (CON’T)
Transition Methods and FOOT Revamp at NACURH 2017
I have already begun my overall plan of action for Spring 2017 when it comes to transitioning ADAFs
on items such as: Xero, Operating Budgets, and GRAM. After transitioning three (3) ADAFs within Fall
2016 I have a good understanding of how I can partner up with the outgoing ADAF in order to give the
incoming ADAF a good foundation for their position. This plan will be released prior to SBC / SLC in
order to prepare for elections. With FOOT, I plan on doing a lot of new changes for it in order to make
it more hands-on based compared to an information overload. I also plan on having Advisors engage
in FOOT compared to observing since there will be a lot accountability policies implemented for
Advisors within this year alone. I think this will give people an understanding of what is expected of
them, it will be a learning experience for everyone.
Financial Parts of NACURH Strategic Plan
The last goal I stated in my application was to identify parts of the NACURH Strategic Plan and work on
them throughout the year. Those three parts are: Finance Officer Transition Methods (Complete),
Leadership Development Funds (Pending), Conference Sponsorship Resources (Pending). As much as I
would have loved to complete all three (3) parts within Fall 2016, there were just some items that made
more sense for Spring 2017 or with the implementation of new FY Budgets (Leadership Development
Funding).
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NACURH EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
POSITIONAL GOALS | ASSOCIATE FOR NRHH
Affiliation
NRHH Census
I created brand new NRHH census was created in line with the strategic plan. The census was over 30
questions, but it provides the NNB with a lot of information on how to change NRHH moving forward.
Additionally, I worked on a resource to send out to schools ahead of time about the census as well as
what questions they could expect so that they could prepare answers ahead of time.
Chapter Chartering Certificate
I’m currently working with the NNB on creating a charter for our chapters. These would be provided to
new chapters that affiliate with NACURH as a memento of their chapter creation.
Branding and Communication
Monthly Reports
I have worked on and released an NNB monthly report every month. These allow me to see how the
NNB is doing and how I can support them moving forward.
Social Media Initiatives
I created some new NRHH social media initiatives. This semester, I created an NRHH Inductions social
media slideshow that pulled all public photos that had a specific hashtag. They were compiled and are
publicized on the NRHH website.
Another inductions slideshow will be created and advertised more in the spring as well as at least one
other initiative.
NRHH Services
NRHH Membership Types
I created NRHH Census questions about the current NRHH membership types. These will be used and
analyzed at the NACURH 2017 Semi-Annual Business Conference. After analysis, we will be making
proposed changes to be implemented at NACURH 2017.
Service Learning Model
I am working on resources to push NRHH chapters and NACURH institutions toward a service learning
model. Resources have been created and will be distributed in NRHM encouraging institutions to take
part in service learning and evaluate the impact it made as opposed to other service models.
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NACURH EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
POSITIONAL SUMMARY | CRC
- Distributed 2017 Annual Conference bid feedback, the 2016-2017 conference calendar, and
updated Speakers List.
- Continuing to update conference staff materials; in particular, additions were made to Guidebook
resources.
- Starting to gather information for a conference registration resource.
- Held a Regional Leadership Conference Chair and Advisor chat, and will be holding a Regional
Business/Spring Conference Chair and Advisor chat in January.
- Assisted with facilitating sessions on social justice and building relationships with conference staff
for the NACURH Leadership virtual conference.
- Co-hosted webinars on bidding for regional conferences and the Program of the Year award with
the Chairperson.
- Co-facilitated a “what you need to know when bidding for a conference” session at the Great
Lakes Regional Leadership Conference.
- Closed the 2016 Annual Conference.
- Completed the 2017 Annual Conference site visit and released a summary of the visit.
- Coordinated Program of the Year bid review, policy checks, and selection process.
- Collected intents for the 2018 Annual Conference and conducted pre-bid review.

POSITIONAL SUMMARY | PAST CHAIRPERSON
- While this position is new this year it has really been a exploration process of what is needed of
the Past Chair to assist the Executive Team, NACURH as a whole and facilitate the transition of the
organization.
- Meet with the NACURH Chairperson and Executive Committee as requested
- Completed the CRC Selection Process
- Established the Alumni Task Force with intention of working in the Spring on Alumni Initiatives
- Establish an Alumni Resume Review Service
- Reviewed the transition report from NACURH 2016 and advised the Executive Committee on the
conference
- Developing Alumni initiatives at NACURH 2017
- Created Past Chairperson Facebook group to connect to our history
- Created new NCO logo to brand the new office consistent with NACURH
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NACURH TASKFORCES
UPDATES
Assessment
Taskforce Chair | Emily Braught, NACURH Associate for Administration
Taskforce Members & Institutions
Audrey Simmons | University of Maryland
Caroline Seifert | University Pittsburgh
Megan Jimmerson | MACURH
Taskforce Charge(s)
Increase, streamline, and improve upon assessment projects on behalf of NACURH
Taskforce Progress
The Assessment Taskforce has worked on a variety of projects this semester. First, the task force
provided feedback and development for the NACURH Services and Performances Assessment. The
task force also provided suggestion and development for the NACURH Leadership 360 Assessment.
The task force has three continuing projects surrounding assessment templates for member institutions
to utilize, an entrance and exit survey for NCCs and other positional leadership at the annual
conference, and focus groups to occur in the spring semester.
It’s On Us
Taskforce Chair | Kyesha Isadore, Southwest Regional Director
Taskforce Members & Institutions
Kyesha Isadore | SWACURH
Cassie Balzarini | NEACURH
William Westlake | NEACURH
Becca Lynch | IACURH
Nadia Oehler | CAACURH
Megan Brown | NEACURH
Alisha Mohammed | SWACURH
Taskforce Charge(s)
Formalizing our partnership and finding different avenues to collaborate with It’s On Us while also
spreading sexual assault awareness across NACURH.
Taskforce Progress
We will be implementing many projects this year including creating a NACURH It’s On Us video at
Semis, having a NACURH-U program at NACURH 2017, having a station at NACURH 2017 where
delegates can take the pledge, creating resources for member schools that are interested in doing
programs about sexual assault, creating a NACURH advocacy grant, writing an article for the next issue
of The Link magazine, having initiatives for sexual assault awareness month that member schools can
participate in via social media, and speaking with representatives from It’s On Us to create official
documents that outline our partnership and to discuss what we can collaborate on together.
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NACURH TASKFORCES
UPDATES
Policies & Practices
Taskforce Chair | Emily Braught, NACURH Associate for Administration
Taskforce Members & Institutions
Zach Forschen | University of North Dakota
Corey Patterson | CAACURH
Michael Webster | Rowan University
Jessi Conklin | GLACURH
Taskforce Charge(s)
Review policies and practices of NACURH
Taskforce Progress
The task force has utilized the prompt “Who does this exclude? Who does this leave out?” to read
through policy, prompting intelligent conversations about NACURH’s policy and what they say about
NACURH. This has created opportunities for several policies to be reviewed and rewritten for the Semi
Annual business Conference this year.
Corporate Structure
Taskforce Chair | Connor Dizor, Southwest Coordinating Officer
Taskforce Members & Institutions
Becca Lynch | IACURH
Dan Hill | GLACURH
Jacob Dunwiddie | NACURH Corporate Office
Matt Bourke | University of Missouri
Sara Collins | University of New Mexico
Taskforce Charge(s)
This group is charged with evaluating the current corporate structure of NACURH and the purpose
and titles of executive roles and their effects.
Taskforce Progress:
Our task force decided that the best way to evaluate our current corporate structure would be to
create a corporate organizational chart. As conversations progressed on creating an org chart, we
decided that an organizational support chart would be the best representation of who we are as a
corporation. The org support chart is finalized and is currently being artistically drafted to look more
professional (i.e., not in Word). Now the task force is looking at the titles of the executive roles and
their positional duties.
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NACURH TASKFORCES
UPDATES
Leadership Development
Taskforce Chair | Emily Zarych, Central Atlantic Coordinating Officer
Taskforce Members & Institutions
Marcus Winters | University of Akron
Sarah Duval | Northern Arizona University
Corvalli Wammer | Boise State University
Anastasia Chaky | University of Central Missouri
Gracie Smith | MACURH
Brittany Worthington | MACURH CO-Pittsburg State University
Hannah Modic | NACURH Corporate Office
Abby Baker | NEACURH
Robert Dunn | PACURH
Taskforce Charge(s)
This task force is charged with the exploration and implementation of opportunities for leadership
development across NACURH. There should be tangible opportunities for schools to be involved
outside of conferences.
Taskforce Progress
While off to a rocky start, we are now on track and excited for the spring semester. We are planning a
spring leadership development webinar series. We decided upon four main themes: communication,
self awareness, recruitment/retention, and technical skills. We came up with these themes as we are
looking to work with the NACURH-U taskforce to align with their learning goals and make the
connection between out of conference and in conference leadership development. Moving forward,
we are working to better define and mold what each webinar will look like and begin scheduling them
so we can advertise as soon as possible. The members are doing research for resources they can utilize
such as NACURH alumni, professional associations, and professional staff at their host institutions who
would be fitting for the specific topics that we would like to include in our webinar. In regards to
structure, we are playing around with ideas such as panels, discussions, and speakers.
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NACURH TASKFORCES
UPDATES
NACURH Neighbors
Taskforce Chair | Billy Donley, Midwest Affiliate Director
Taskforce Members & Institutions
Alisha Mohammed | SWACURH
Briana Ramos | PACURH
Claudine Mckinney | CAACURH
Connor Dizor | SWACURH
Nicole Machovina | CAACURH
Taskforce Charge(s)
“NACURH Neighbors” is an opportunity for schools to be paired with other institutions that exist in
another region besides their own. The Task Force will create and provide resources to assist institutions
in making meaningful connections. There will also be a NACURH Neighbors challenge opportunity to
provide incentive for neighbors to collaborate.
Taskforce Progress
NACURH Neighbors has officially finished its first round of pairings! We had forty eight (48) institutions
apply across NACURH in total. All pairings have been contacted and we are now in the stage of
connecting each school and making sure that they are sharing contact information before break. Our
next step is to begin designing our monthly newsletters and forums to provide more guidance to the
neighbors on discussion topics and ideas.
NACURH Residence Hall Month
Taskforce Chair | Annie Pendl, Midwest Affiliate Associate Director for NRHH
Taskforce Members & Institutions
Allissa Long | NEACURH
Patrick Busier | SWACURH
Nicole Machovina | CAACURH
Billy Donley | MACURH
Alisa Mohammed | SWACURH
Taskforce Charge(s)
NRHM or NACURH Residence Hall Month takes place in February of each year and is dedicated to
residence halls. This task force will create 2017’s programs and initiatives for the 2017 NRHM.
Taskforce Progress
The taskforce is working on revamping the marketing from last year in order to keep it easier to
recognize. We are working to add some new resources as well as put some conference specific ideas
as the month is in February. NRHM is working to organize a social media post schedule as well as old &
new resources. Each of the weeks will have a Facebook event page that regions and schools can post
in as well as share ideas. We have reached out to It’s On Us to help coordinate efforts during advocacy.
Next steps include working on marketing and resource development.
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NACURH TASKFORCES
UPDATES
NRHH Resources Development
Taskforce Chair | Jacqueline Ignacio. Pacific Affiliate ADNRHH
Taskforce Members & Institutions
Tim Nickels | GLACURH
Gene Washington | Montclair State University
Marvin Thomas Jr. | University of Texas at Austin
Shelanda Duncan | Quinnipiac University
Katie Bartel | University of British Columbia
Marti Wein | SAACURH
Taskforce Charge(s)
The NRHH Resources Development TF’s goal is to update existing NRHH Resources so they stay
relevant to NRHH Chapters as well as create new resources needed for NRHH.
Taskforce Progress
To begin with, our TF set expectations of ourselves and how we would work with one another. Next we
established what documents needed to be updated the most. As of now, our TF has decided to begin
reworking the NRHH Chapter Building Guide. This document is currently outdated in many aspects,
including information that does not align with NRHH Governing documents. We have assigned
sections of the Chapter Building Guide to different people to revise. Every section is expected to be
revised by the end of winter break. From there, we will piece it all together and start working on the
graphics.
Professional Sponsorships & Partners
Taskforce Chair | Luke Habib, Northeast Affiliate Associate Director of Administration and Finance
Taskforce Members & Institutions
Dan Hill | GLACURH
Regen Smith | NACURH Corporate Office
Taskforce Charge(s)
In accordance with the NACURH Strategic Plan, this task force is charged with exploring new
opportunities for corporate vendors and partnerships.
Taskforce Progress
So far we have been brainstorming and are now pursuing options specifically award vendors. By the
time of Semis 2017, we will have come up with a number of options for award vendors that at the very
least we can count as reliable in both time and quality of product. Ideally, we would be able to catalyze
a relationship similar to that between NACURH and PinsProsPlus. We have other ideas for possible
relationship opportunities, particularly related to companies such as MailChimp and other web-based
products, that we will pursue further in the spring semester.
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NACURH TASKFORCES
UPDATES
Risk Management
Taskforce Chair | Cassandra Balzarini, Northeast Affiliate Director
Taskforce Members & Institutions
Megan Jimmerson | MACURH
Megan Brown | NEACURH
Marti Wein | SAACURH
Billy Donley | MACURH
Adam Ciampaglio | IACURH
Taskforce Charge(s):
Risk Management will be charged with evaluating the current risk management policies and looking
forward to ensure risk management and legal issues have comprehensive plans for use. This task force
should consult the CRC at least once for perspective.
Taskforce Progress:
The Risk Management taskforce is currently in our research stage. We have been researching risk
management policies across the 8 regions and within organizations of similar size/mission/structure as
NACURH. We have brainstormed some initial areas of risk management that we would like to address
via legislation and additional policies and will begin to address those as a group - delegating
authorship of pieces and other tasks as necessary.
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NACURH CATALYSTS
RECOGNITION AND NRHH
Catalyst Fall Charge
Create an OTM First Time User Guide
Create On Campus OTM Marketing Materials
Catalyst Summary
Before all Regional Conferences, we created a video that explained OTMs and why we write them for
campuses to use. They were emailed out to be released at all Regional Conferences. Before all
Regional Conferences, we created a promo teaser video for our OTM Guide, also emailed out to be
released at all Regional Conferences. We still have to meet to finalize the OTM User Guide and On
Campus Marketing Materials. Our projects for next semester are to work on Census Coding and to
edit the “Why You Should Write an OTM” video so it fits with NACURH branding.

RECRUITMENT, RETENTION, AND RESOURCES
Catalyst Fall Charge
Assessment Analysis
Catalyst Summary
Meet as a catalyst what we need to do as a group, and to go over what the Fall Charge assignment
was. The Fall charge assignment was to see what themes we found through the open ended questions
from NSPA 2015-2016. Themes through out the questions we found are, recognition, resources,
leadership, affiliations, conference based, and answers that are not applicable.
Set colors that would go with each theme, so we could pick each theme out throughout the open
ended questions. Each person had their own section to go through to color code each theme they
saw.
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NACURH CATALYSTS
PRESIDENTS & RHA RELATIONS
Catalyst Fall Charge
Facilitating Presidents Roundtables
Catalyst Summary:
This semester, our catalyst had two main goals: plan and put on one roundtable and see what
resources our presidents need. Our roundtable was held on 11/16 and the topic was Tips for RHA
Presidents. The goal was to provide some advice from the COs for the presidents, to provide an
atmosphere for returning presidents to provide advice for new presidents, and for all of the presidents
to share advice on what they’ve learned so far in their terms. There were 17 schools in attendance
across 7 regions. It was a tremendous success. We will be setting the dates and topics for the spring
roundtables by January 31 so that we can better advertise for the roundtables. We also included 3
questions in the NSPA for RHA presidents to answer to help us understand how they view their position
in NACURH, what resources they would like to see, and what topics they would like to discuss at
roundtables. We had 22 presidents from 7 regions answer the questions. We will be working on
establishing a NACURH-wide guide for what it means to be a president in NACURH as well as looking
at the role of presidents at the NACURH Annual Conference. The current idea is to have a roundtable
session for presidents to attend during a portion of Corporate Business where they can help give
feedback to NACURH Leadership about different things. As a whole, we as the COs for presidents are
working together to advance and support our presidents while also supporting each other.

TECHNOLOGY
Catalyst Fall Charge
Online Business Procedures: Compare regional policies that have something to do with engaging with
zoom/online voting and business procedures. Generate a report that demonstrates the intricacies of
regions policies to share with regional boards. Consider the potential or need for any additional
NACURH Level legislation.
Catalyst Summary
Reached out and gathered online business procedures from all regions and compiled that data into a
large list. Separated the practices into a similar and different lists to see what regions practice that are
the same and what they do different. Made a Pro/ Con list of what should be uniform across all
NACURH and what should be left to the regions. Creating legislation to put into policy a set of
guidelines for all entities to abide by when operating online.
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NACURH CATALYSTS
BIDDING
Catalyst Fall Charge
Why does bidding matter? Establishing language, explanations, justifications and ways to publish that
information in an effective manner via website/other ways.
Catalyst Summary:
We have created on infographic for a section on the NACURH website. Once we have all of the videos
(waiting on 1 more), we will be launching a video of the Top 8 Reasons to bid at your next regional
conference. Have links to each region’s governing documents on website. As individual regions most
of us have to record a webinar, but we will look at maybe doing general one as NACURH.

MARKETING
Catalyst Fall Charge
Create new marketing materials for NACURH
Catalyst Summary
This past fall, the marketing catalyst was not active. This coming semester, this taskforce will be
working on the marketing initiatives for the NACURH Corporate Office as well as pursue NACURH
level marketing initiatives that focus on consistency across entities, particularly as it relates to the
NACURH Corporate Office.

LEADERSHIP, TRAINING, AND DEVELOPMENT
Catalyst Fall Charge
Critically examine and provide additional support to the LEAD Program.
Catalyst Summary
Our catalyst met briefly in the beginning of the semester where we came up with a few directions as
to where to website portion of the NACURH LEAD should go. This includes language and design
changes such as, description of what each LINK focuses on, outline of the purpose and how this
benefits students, spotlight people who have earned links, example answers for guidance.
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LEGISLATION
NACURH BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Number

Title

Description

Vote

Outcome

17-01

PinPros Agreement

Approved partnership with PinPros Agreement

7-1-0

Passed

Approved funds for Jotform Subscription

7-1-0

Passed

17-02

NACURH Jotform
Subscription

17-03

Inventory | NBD Apparel

Reallocation of funds for NBD Apparel distribution

8-0-0

Passed

17-04

GLACURH Loan Request

Withdrawn

Withdrawn

Withdrawn

17-05

NACURH Camera Purchase

Approved of purchase of camera for NACURH

8-0-0

Passed

Corporate Partners in the

Adjusted policies for Corporate Partnership & Annual
Conference Budget.

8-0-0

Passed

Adjusted excess policies for more equitable distribution
of funds.

8-0-0

Passed

17-06
17-07

Annual Conference Budget
NACURH Conference
Excess Policies

17-08

NACURH Ethics Statement

Created Ethics Statement for NACURH Leadership to
strive to meet

8-0-0

Passed

17-09

NACURH Leadership

Outlined definition of “NACURH Leaderhip” in policy

8-0-0

Passed

Global Inclusivity Taskforce

Adjusted policies for more equitable involvement in the
taskforce

8-0-0

Passed

Approved two year trial transition retreat incorporated
into the Annual Conference weekend

5-3-0

Passed

Adjusted policies relate to assessment in the Annual
Conference Wrap Up Report

8-0-0

Passed

Scholarship

Granted the Past Chair involvement in the Annual
Conference Scholarship process

8-0-0

Passed

17-14

NCO Removal Policy

Removal Policies for the NACURH Corporate Office

17-15

NNB Name Change

Changes name to NACURH NRHH Board, pending
approval at the NRHH Business Meeting

8-0-0

Passed

17-16

NCC Name Update

Changes name to NACURH Communications
Coordinator, pending approval at the Corporate
Business Meeting

8-0-0

Passed

Creates required administrative report of NACURH
Leadership’s terms.

8-0-0

Passed

17-10

Policy Update
Proposal for the NACURH

17-11

Leadership Transition
Retreat

17-12
17-13

17-17

Wrap Up Report Policies
Annual Conference

NACURH Leadership
Transition Report

Tabled
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LEGISLATION
NACURH BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Number

Title

Description

Vote

Outcome

17-18

LEAD & NACURH-U

Alignment of leadership development
programs within NACURH

8-0-0

Passed

17-19

NACURH Financial Accountability

Creates additional accountability for finance
officers

8-0-0

Passed

17-20

Electronic Response Times

Requires all of NACURH Leadership to maintain
48 hour response times

7-1-0

Passed

17-21

NACURH Funding for Swaps

Defines NACURH Swap in policy

8-0-0

Passed

17-22

Executives at Conference

Withdrawn

Withdrawn

Withdrawn

Monthly & Annual Finance Report

Redeveloped financial reporting processes

8-0-0

Passed

17-23

Overhaul

17-24

Executive Appointment Procedure

Affirms practice of executive appointment into
policy

8-0-0

Passed

17-25

NACURH Leadership Accountability

Creates accountability processes for NACURH
Leadership

8-0-0

Passed

17-26

Semi Annual Wrap Up Report

Requires annual conference staff to submit a
semis wrap up report

8-0-0

Passed

17-27

Affiliation Database

Approved funds for a new RFI service

8-0-0

Passed

17-28

Guidebook Allocations

Allocates Guidebook funds

8-0-0

Passed

17-29

Virtual ART Sessions

Allows for ART to be received virtually

8-0-0

Passed

17-30

ART Train the Trainer Grace Year

Increases ability for NACURH to gather more
people who could be trainers

8-0-0

Passed

17-31

ART Leadership Structure

Adjusts leadership of ART to allow all of
NACURH Leadership and be lead by the
NACURH NRHH Advisor

8-0-0

Passed

Removes the inclusion of state involvement as
criteria or consideration for Award Bids

8-0-0

Passed

Allows Corporate Office to vote on the
NACURH Executive Commitee

8-0-0

Passed

17-32
17-33

Removal of State Involvement from
Award Policy
NCO Voting Rights
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LEGISLATION
NACURH BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Number
17-34
17-35
17-36
17-37

Title

Description

Risk Management

Created additional risk management
procedures for the corporation

Advocacy Grant

Created advocacy grant for advocacy based
programs across NACURH

8-0-0

Passed

Adjusted Online Business Procedures

0-8-0

Failed

States expectations that fundings from swaps
must come from institutions or personal funds

8-0-0

Passed

Purchases laptops for the annual conference

8-0-0

Passed

Online Business Practices
Title 13 NACURH Funding for Swaps

17-38

Annual Conference Laptop

17-39

NRHH Database Funding

17-40

NRHH Affiliations Timeline

Vote

Tabled

Explored funding for a NRHH Database
Attempts to overturned NNB Legislation in
preference to a different timeline

Outcome

Tabled
1-7- 0

Failed
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LEGISLATION
NRHH NATIONAL BOARD
Number

Title

Description

Vote

17-01

Membership Cap
Definition

Adds lists of housing units that contribute to the
membership cap to the Constitution Checklist

8-0-0

17-02

Removal of NRHH Forms/
Applications from Policy

Removes requirement of printed forms in policy to be
replaced with online Jotform processes

8-0-0

17-03

Affiliation Requirements
for ADNRHHs and
Regional NRHH Advisors

Adjusts requirements for the NRHH Positions within
NACURH to better march timeline of chapters

17-04

Office Alignment in Policy Aligns NRHH Policy with current Corporate Office structure

8-0-0

Outcome
Passed
Passed

Passed

8-0-0

Passed

8-0-0

Passed

8-0-0

Passed

17-05

NACURH Naming
Standardization

Clarifies title of the ADNRHH

17-06

Honorary Membership
Clarification

Clarifies qualifications for honorary membership

17-07

GPA Maintenance

Clarifies GPA Maintenance as it relates to being an Active
Member

8-0-0

Passed

17-08

NNB Name Change

Changes name of NNB to NACURH NRHH Board, pending
approval at the NRHH Business Meeting

8-0-0

Passed

17-09

OTM Eligibility Update

Clarifies that NACURH Leadership is not eligible to author
or be nominated for OTMs

8-0-0

Passed

17-10

Chapter Charter

Reimplementation of Chapter Charter for affiliated
Chapters

8-0-0

Passed
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NACURH CORPORATE OFFICE

Hosted By | University of Nebraska at Lincoln
Address | 1115 North 16th St. Lincoln, NE 68588
Phone | 424.262.2874
Hosted By | Kent State University
Address | Kent State University Department of Residence Services P.O. Box 5190 Kent,
Ohio 44242
Phone | 330.672.4022
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NACURH Corporate Office
OFFICE STAFF - Hosted at University of Nebraska Lincoln
Sam Wilton | Director
Buddy Regions | ICAACURH
nco_unldirector@nacurh.org

Colton White | AD-Finance
Buddy Region | PACURH
nco_unlfinance@nacurh.org

Regen Smith | CO for NRHH
Buddy Region | MACURH &
SAACURH
nco_nrhh@nacurh.org

Evelyn Kosalka | CO for RHA
Buddy Region | GLACURH &
SWACURH
nco_rha@nacurh.org

Ethan Schwarten | CO for
Technology
Buddy Region | IACURH &
NEACURH
nco_tech@nacurh.org

Melissa Peters | Advisor
nco_unladvisor@nacurh.org
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NACURH INFORMATION CENTER
OFFICE STAFF - University of Nebraska Lincoln
SERVICES OFFERED
Affiliations
Recordkeeping of affiliated schools through the website
Resource File Index
Collect, maintain, and provide access to the Resource File Index to member institutions
Domain Management
Manage the NACURH website and email domains.

DESCRIPTION OF OFFICES INITIATIVES
Office Merger
- Working with the Execs and the NCO-Kent staff to facilitate the combination of the offices.
- Merging the two office budgets into a single budget
Resource File Index
- Presenting legislation to purchase the software to host the RFI.
- Streamlining the Affiliation Process
- Ongoing Maintenance of the Website

ACCOMPLISHED GOALS
Placards

- Updated the design on all NCC and NRHH placards
- Made new placards for schools as they affiliated
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NACURH CORPORATE OFFICE
OFFICE STAFF - Hosted by Kent State University
George Papp-McLellan |
Director
Buddy Regions | SAACURH &
GLACURH
nco_kentdirector@nacurh.org

Jordan Ragland | AD-AF
Buddy Region | SWACURH
nco_kentfinance@nacurh.org

Michele Johnson | CO for
Merchandise
Buddy Region | CAACURH &
PACURH
nco_merchandise@nacurh.org

Jacob Dundwiddie | CO for
Marketing
Buddy Region | NEACURH
nco_marketing@nacurh.org

Hannah Modic | CO for
Operations
Buddy Region | MACURH &
IACURH
nco_operations@nacurh.org

Lindsay Marx & Allison Smith |
Advisors
nsro_advisor@nacurh.org

SERVICES OFFERED
Affiliation Materials
We offer vital affiliation material to member school NRHH and RHA Chapters. We sell NRHH Honors
Cords, NRHH Induction Certificates, NRHH Membership Pins, Bronze Pins, Outstanding Leadership
Pins, and Gold Seals.
NACURH Merchandise
We also Offer merchandise for anyone with NACURH pride! We sell NACURH History Books, Laptop
Stickers, Tumblers, Pens, Tote Bags, Fanny Packs, 14 unique T-shirts, Sweatpants, Sweatshirts,
Crewnecks, and Hoodies.
Online Ordering
Our new online store, Store.NACURH.org, is the new central
location
for NACURHREPORT
merchandise
and
NACURH
SEMI-ANNUAL
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NACURH CORPORATE OFFICE
OFFICE STAFF - Kent State University
SERVICES OFFERED (CONT.)
Regional On-Site Sales
While selling NACURH Merchandise and Apparel staff members support the conference and RBD by
selling regional pins. Regional pin sales are a valuable revenue source for regions that the office helps
bring in while improving the delegates experience at the conference.

DESCRIPTION OF OFFICE INITIATIVES
Create Brand Identity
The office is dedicated to branding the new Corporate Office and is constantly reinforcing our new
brand. This includes consistent branding across the entire office and it’s services.
Create Efficient Infrastructure for Future Office
The NACURH Corporate Office at Kent is dedicated to the smooth transition to the next host
institution. In order to ensure a smooth transition we have been updating and revamping office
procedures and systems to make them as simple and user friendly as possible. Some examples
include our order system, feedback distribution, and mailing system.

ACCOMPLISHED GOALS
Updated Brand
We have taken major steps in branding the NACURH Corporate Office. We now have fully branded
emails signatures across offices, updated customer ordering forms, rebranded our website and online
store to reflect our new identity and logo.
Increase Office Shipping Efficiency
Our new online shipping and tracking system has created quicker order turnaround with more
decentralized shipping responsibilities. This is a major asset to the infrastructure of the office which
should aid the next host in having a smooth transition into their roles.
Sell excess NACURH 2016 Merchandise
We have managed to sell a large portion of our excess apparel from NACURH 2016 and hope to sell
more throughout the next four months before beginning new apparel design and sale for NACURH
2017.
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ANNUAL CONFERENCE
2017

Hosted By | Purdue University
Theme | Project Leadership: Your New Frontier
Conference Dates | May 26-29, 2018
Website | conference.nacurh.org
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NACURH ANNUAL CONFERENCE
Ben Klinker | Annual
Conference Chair
conf_chair@nacurh.org

Alan Moretton | NBD Liaison
conf_liaison@nacurh.org

Nick Kirschner | Finance Chair
conf_finance@nacurh.org

Vandia Chanthaphone | Inclusion
and Education Chair
conf_technology@nacurh.org

Lauren Price| Philanthropy
Chair
conf_philanthropy@nacurh.org

Michaela Kapraun | Volunteers
Chair
conf_volunteer@nacurh.org

Aimee Cooper | Entertainment
and Sustainability
conf_entertainment@nacurh.org
conf_sustainability@nacurh.org

Sidney Harris | Programming
Chair
conf_programming@nacurh.org

Liz Musgrace| Mass Gatherings
Chair
conf_massgatherings@nacurh.org

Saurabh Kadam | Safety, Security,
and Transportation
conf_transportation@nacurh.org

Prithvi Deshmukh | Facilities
Chair
conf_facilities@nacurh.org

Dhairya Amin | Technology
Chair
conf_technology@nacurh.org
conf_communications@nacurh.
org
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NACURH ANNUAL CONFERENCE
Alan Pecor | Housing Chair
conf_housing@nacurh.org

Calvin Lehman | Registration
Chair
conf_registration@nacurh.org

Christian Derda | Spirit Chair
conf_spirit@nacurh.org

Lingess Rajoo | Banquet &
Dining Chair
conf_dining@nacurh.org

Jen Bannon | Conference
Advisor
conf_advisor@nacurh.org
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NACURH ANNUAL CONFERENCE
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Dining & Banquet
- Established dining court locations and hours
- All dietary needs will be addressed upon registration
- Chose dining meal entrees
- Found a suitable location for hospitality rooms
- Determined price points for dining and banquet meals
Registration
- Established a check-in location
- Designed a layout for the online registration and began drafting
- Made a tentative layout of check-in
- Set registration open/close/late dates
Safety, Security, and Transportation
- Shuttle Reservations with Express Air Coach and partners made – 18 buses reserved
- Contact for Indianapolis International Airport found for signage in airport
- Preliminary Meeting with Purdue University Police chief and Fire chief complete
- Meeting to be scheduled with Purdue University Police chief and Fire chief next semester to meet
university safety protocol.
Facilities
- Master list of all the facilities to be used, their storage information, and the budget information
collected
- Began a timeline consisting of all the Facilities to be used
- Sent out specific requirement emails to the building managers
Volunteers
- In contact with student organizations from around campus for recruitment
- In contact with local High School Student Leadership and Volunteer Organizations
- Created plan for spring semester recruitment
- Worked with other conference chairs to make schedule for the conference volunteers
- Currently have 20 professional staff members and 30 student staff members as volunteers
- Created Volunteers training plan
Entertainment
- Friday agenda: Astronaut vs. Alien Paint war, Earth, Pluto
- Saturday agenda: Mars, Mercury, Saturn, Constellations
- Sunday agenda: Sun, Moon, Asteroid Belt Bowling and Billiards
- All contracts needed for entertainment are completed
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NACURH ANNUAL CONFERENCE
ACCOMPLISHMENTS (CONT.)
Sustainability
- Volume 1 of the sustainability newsletter "Protecting Your Home Planet" was sent out December
1st
- Drafted specialty sustainability event, "NACURH's Night Lights"
- Drafted training sessions for the volunteers about sustainability
- Signage is being created for delegates to use as a reference on how to practice a sustainable
lifestyle at conference and after the conference ends
Mass Gatherings
- Keynote speaker: Blake Fly confirmed!
- Began the preliminary Mass Gatherings schedule
- Facilities for Mass Gatherings booked and continuing to work with the University's' staff regarding
technical logistics
- Received information regarding pyrotechnics for our Mass Gatherings events
- Beginning the process of working with Blake Fly to create a keynote specifically for this conference
Programming
- Created a rubric for program selection
- Drafted the program registration form
- Finalized categories for the badge program
- Created a program recruitment plan along with a recruitment timeline
Inclusion and Education
- Confirmed 7 Executives for the Executive-in-Residence Program
- Finished the FAQs document to send to Executives regarding their program and tasks at NACURH
- Reached out to cultural centers and organizations for the night time tabling
- Space confirmed for tabling: Black Cultural Center
- Decided on a case-study outline and group size
Philanthropy
- Attained contacts from Build-A-Bear event and financial representatives and received grant
- Received pricing for additional stuffed animals for the conference philanthropy event
- Began spreading awareness of the pop tab collection for the pre-conference philanthropy event
- Developed a plan and list of activities for the early arrival philanthropy Sustainable Carnival event
Spirit
- Found location for displays
- Developed plan to allocate spirit points for philanthropy
- Brainstormed subjects for trivia questions
- Contributed to the development of the goals and vision for the Annual Conference
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NACURH ANNUAL CONFERENCE
ACCOMPLISHMENTS (CONT.)
Technology
- Removed all NACURH 2016 information from the Website
- Resigned the page to better fit the theme and have began adding NACURH 2017 information to
the page.
- Collected information from other chairs for website updates
- Began publishing conference team members of the week
NBD Liaison
- Planned Semi-Annual Conference
- Attended Bi-Weekly meetings for NACURH Board
- Attended virtual conference with NACURH Board
- Worked with Purdue Conferences to start prep of NACURH 2017 including registration
Finance
- Submitted an updated budget monthly
- Coordinated sponsorship visit with the conference team and visited 70+ businesses
- Brought the Semi-Annual Cost down from original budget
Chair
- Recruited new conference chairs and additional committee members
- Attended NACURH Board meetings
- Facilitated bi-weekly conference staff meetings
- Coordinated CRC site visit
- Held bi-weekly meetings with CRC
Overall Accomplishments
- Semis plans and arrangements were made for January 3rd - 8th, 2017
- Successful CRC Site Visit
- Recruited new members to conference staff to fill roles
- Developed branding, vision, and core values for NACURH 2017
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NACURH ANNUAL CONFERENCE
IMPORTANT DEADLINES
Registration Opens | February 20th
Registration Closes | April 7th
Late Registration | April 8th - 14th
Program Submissions Open | February 20th
Program Submissions Close | April 14th
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THE CENTRAL ATLANTIC
AFFILIATE

States & Provinces | Delaware, District of Columbia, Maryland, New Jersey, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, Qatar, the United Arab Emirates, & West Virginia
Mascot | Campbell the Cougar
Website | caacurh.nacurh.org
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THE CENTRAL ATLANTIC AFFILIATE
REGIONAL BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Shane Guinan | Director
Rutgers University- New Brunswick
ca_director@nacurh.org

Laura Hellwig | AD for Administration
& Finance
Kent State University
ca_adaf@nacurh.org

Nadia Oehler | AD for NRHH
Bowling Green State University
ca_adnrhh@nacurh.org

Emily Zarych | CO for RHA Relations
Rutgers University- New Brunswick
ca_relations@nacurh.org

Sean Wesp | CO for Bidding
The George Washington University
ca_bidding@nacurh.org

Corey Patterson | CO for Interactive
Marketing
Kent State University
ca_marketing@nacurh.org

Claudine McKinney | CO for
Leadership Development
Indiana University of Pennsylvania
ca_leadership@nacurh.org

Nicole Machovina | CO for
Recognition
The Ohio State University
ca_recognition@nacurh.org

Matt Marterella | 2017 Regional
Business Conference Chair
Robert Morris University
ca_businessconf@nacurh.org

Jillian Darrow | 2017 Regional
Leadership Conference Chair
Temple University
ca_regionals@nacurh.org

Jen Milburn | Advisor
Shippensburg University of
Pennsylvania
ca_advisor@nacurh.org

Barry Hendler | NRHH Advisor
Rowan University
ca_nrhhadvisor@nacurh.org
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THE CENTRAL ATLANTIC AFFILIATE
NEW REGIONAL INITIATIVES
Member School Networks

- Paw Points: Redevelop Regional Spirit Point contest to ensure it is more equitable for all member

schools, including those unable to attend conferences. Additional legislation has been authored to
provide more incentive for participation.
- Institutional Buddy Schools Redesign: Created a sustainable system of buddy schools based on
proximity to provide schools opportunities to visit each other during the year, and ensure that
members can work to create inter-campus programs or leadership opportunities. This was created
based on member feedback and the concept of stacking.
RBD Buddy Clusters
- Created a network of Institutional Buddy Schools based upon geographic area that partners one
RBD member to an area. This system allows schools to foster a better connection to individual RBD
members and allows an opportunity for RBD members to provide on-campus visits as an additional
resource. This was created as a bridge between Institutional Buddy Schools and Ohanas.
Ohana Redesign
- Redesigned Ohanas as a collaborative network as opposed to another form of regional
competition. Ohanas promote subregional connections and are not based strictly upon geographic
areas. Each Ohana is made of 2 RBD Buddy Clusters.
One CAACURH Branding
- Website Reorganization and new section: Provided a fresh look to our regional website to reflect
the Regional and NACURH Branding Practices. This update included the addition of new sections
such as an RHA, Alumni, and Affiliation sections of the website. The goal was to increase the ease
of access to all content needed for member institutions.
- Branding Guide: A Regional Branding Guide was passed at RLC 2016, and will include all
information regarding One CAACURH Branding Standards and access to fonts, templates, and
logos for our member institutions.
- New Templates: All Regional Templates have been updated to reflect One CAACURH Branding
Standards, and One NACURH Branding Standards.
New Regional Font
- The Region moved to selecting Open Sans fonts to remain consistent with Oned NACURH
Branding.
New Logo
- A new regional logo was presented at RLC 2016 and has been tabled to a task force for
presentation at RBC 2017. New additional logos are being created for CAACURH U Programming
and the Silver Paw Print Society.
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THE CENTRAL ATLANTIC AFFILIATE
NEW REGIONAL INITIATIVES (CONT.)
Leadership Development Opportunities

- Regional Parliamentarians: The role of Parliamentarian was open for application by member

institutions. This year, a Regional Parliamentarian and Regional RHA Parliamentarian was selected
and a Regional NRHH Parliamentarian was appointed.
- CAACURH U Programming: CAACURH U Programming was created as an opportunity to allow
voting representatives an opportunity to present programs and for members of the RBD to present
sessions to members.
- Reps writing legislation: With the creation of the Policies and Practice Task Force, 9 pieces of
legislation were authored by voting members of the region.
Regional Leadership Structure
- NRHH Advisor: With the passage of the Regional NRHH Advisor position at NACURH 2016, the
Regional NRHH Advisor position will continue as a part of our board structure with the next
Regional NRHH Advisor being confirmed at RBC 2017.
- Positional Restructure (COs): At RLC 2016, the voting representatives passes a restructure of the
Coordinating Officer positions from 5 positions to 4 positions: CO for RHA, CO for Bidding,
Recognition, and Service, CO for Leadership Development, CO for Marketing and Technology.
- Move from Committees to Task Forces: Most committees were transitioned to a Task Force Model
to ensure focused and intentional conversation
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THE CENTRAL ATLANTIC AFFILIATE
TOP 5 REGIONAL GOALS
Regional Identity
One CAACURH
Creation of a consistent and public branding standard for CAACURH.
Culture Shift
Creation of a friendly, approachable, and member driven region.
Develop a more even balance between RHA Presidents and NRHH Representative positions.
Professional and Advisor Development
- Advisor Focus Groups
- Gather information and feedback from advisors in the region on ART and general advisor resources.
- Professional Association Agreements
- Create formal agreements with MACUHO and GLACUHO.
- Develop and foster relationships between CAACURH and MACUHO/GLACUHO in order to better
support advisors.
- Attend both MACUHO and GLACUHO and have representatives from both organizations attend
CAACURH.
- Increased Advisor Resource Trainings
- Provide more opportunities to complete ART at conferences.
- Provide at least one drive-in ART conference.
Regional Resources
- New resource generation
- Creation of a transition resource.
- Creation of a programming resource.
- Resource marketing and engagement
- Consolidate resource locations to increase accessibility.
- Advisor resource development
- Assess and develop new advisor resources.

-
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THE CENTRAL ATLANTIC AFFILIATE
TOP 5 REGIONAL GOALS (CON’T)
Member engagement
Parliamentarians
Allow members to serve as regional parliamentarians.
CAACURH U Programming
Develop conference programming opportunity for voting reps and RBD members.
Paw Points Revision
Revise Regional Spirit Points contest to increase equity for all member schools.
Hostable Transition Summit
Develop an application for member institutions to be able to host the RBD transition retreat each
spring.
- Member School Networks
- Review and revise buddy schools and Ohanas to create a sustainable buddy school system.
Policy and Practices
- Member submitted legislation
- Increase the amount of member submitted legislation.
- Policy Book Revisions
- Critically review and update regional policies to reflect best and current practice.
- Positional Review and Restructure
- Review RBD positions and update responsibilities to demonstrate best practices.
- Review CO positions and evaluate the current CO structure.

-

STRATEGIC PLANNING
GENERAL UPDATE
11 of 20 initiatives are already complete with several more already being planned. Professional
Associations, Buddy Schools, and Branding are all ahead of Year One phases of the strategic plan.
Implementation of the Strategic Plan has been a focus since the start of all terms, and is consistently
revisited upon every in-person meeting of the RBD to ensure accountability and progress.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Creation of a sustainable Buddy School System
Development of projects and challenges for Buddy Schools
Creation of Professional Association Agreements
Redevelopment of Regional Branding Materials
Assessment of spirit at conferences
Provide intentional cheer time at conferences

-
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THE CENTRAL ATLANTIC AFFILIATE
STRATEGIC PLANNING (CON’T)
ACCOMPLISHMENTS (CON’T)
Creation of a transition resource
Creation of a programming resource
Consolidation of resources
Assessment of ART in CAACURH
Monthly Advisor Chats

-

OBSTACLES

- Vacancies of CO for Bidding and Regional Advisor
- Unforeseen conference challenges limited time in business
- RBD members not aware of all things related to strategic plan during transition due to the Strategic
Plan not having been complete before NACURH 2017

- Lack of applications for selected task forces

TO COMPLETE PRIOR TO THE END OF THE AFFILIATION YEAR
Campus Relations
Relaunch Campbell Call-In Chat Initiative
Further develop Operation Build the Bridge
Creation of Regional Task Force to Assess RHA, NRHH, and SGA relationships
Regional Communications

-
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THE CENTRAL ATLANTIC AFFILIATE
2016 REGIONAL LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
CONFERENCE DETAILS

CONFERENCE STAFF

Hosted By | Temple University
Dates | November 4-6, 2016
Theme | Returning to the Roots of Leadership
Total Attendance | 474

Jill Darrow | Regional Leadership Conference Chair
Tyler Ressler | Technology & Registration Chair
Josh Veloso | Public Relations Chair
Ed LeFurge | Dining, Hospitality & Social Chair
Erin Potter | Finance Co-Chair
Elizabeth “Libby” Reiner | Finance Co- Chair
Chloe Sipp | Housing & Facilities Chair
Kelsey Mallon | Sustainability & Philanthropy Chair
Connor Stinson | Entertainment Chair
Lauren Pinson | Transportation & Safety Chair
Ben Newman | Programming Chair
Jake Epstein | Spirit Chair
Izzy Lawler | Volunteer Chair
Giovanny Zapata | Logistics Chair
Steve Dexter | Conference Advisor

PRICES
Delegate | $171.00
Advisor Double | $270.00
Advisor Single | $467.00

UPCOMING SITE
CAACURH 2017 | University of Maryland,
Baltimore County

FINANCIAL UPDATE

Gains in checking include pin sales at NACURH 2016 and RLC 2016, No Frills 2016 conference excess, and
membership dues from affiliated institutions. Revenue so far this fiscal year is totaling just under $10,000. We
are still waiting on the add-on fee ($11,850) from RLC, this amount is due to the region on January 1st
according to the agreement made with Temple University. Losses in checking include travel (NACURH, Summer
Summit, Fall Summit, RLC, and Winter Summit), RBD meals, office supplies, recognition (registration, supplies,
conference host site affiliation dues, conference scholarships), RLC conference sponsorship (from CAACURH
2015 excess), and other miscellaneous charges (clover fees, merchant fees/BoA fees, transfers). The current
expenses for these items is a little over $18,000. CAACURH used its technology fund, located in the savings
account to purchase a new camera and accessories for a total of $981.29. The contingency fund was also used
to pay for busses ($3,575) needed at RLC due to a strike of public transportation employees in Philadelphia.
Future plans include the purchase of new regional pins after RBC, when legislation is put forth for a new
regional logo. Due to having an excess at No Frills 2016, we will be giving RBC 2017 sponsorship for their
conference. At RLC 2016, RHA Presidents voted to award two institutions the CAACURH programming grant
for programs put on between RLC and the end of the fiscal year. The RBD has chosen two students in the
region who will receive the CAACURH textbook scholarship for the spring semester.
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THE CENTRAL ATLANTIC AFFILIATE
LEGISLATION
Number

Title

One Sentence Description

Vote

Formalizes relationship between MACUHO & CAACURH

2-0-0

17-01

MACUHO-CAACURH
Memorandum

17-02

GLACUHO- CAACURH
Memorandum

Formalizes expectations for the relationship between
GLACUHO and CAACURH

27-0-2

17-04

Pin Purchase Financing

Adjusts the budget for the purchase of cougar pride and
other regional pins

32-0-0

17-05

Merchant Fees and
Finances

Creates the Merchant Fees line item

17-06

Abolition of the
Coordinating Officer for
Bidding

Removes the CO for Bidding Position and moves
responsibilities to the CO for Recognition

17-07

Regional Director Travel
Line Item

Moves money from ADAF to Director Travel Line Items

17-09

RBD Travel
Reimbursement

Changes the process for RBD Travel Reimbursement to a
receipt based system

42-1-1

17-14

Purchase of Regional
Camera

Allows for the purchase of a regional camera and
equiptment

26-0-1

17-15

Regional Logo

Changes the Regional Logo to the CAACURH Paw Print

17-16

Regional Branding Guide

Authorizes the CO for Interactive Marketing to create a
Regional Branding Guide

17-17

Coordinating Officer
Realignment

Realigns the COs to CO for RHA, CO for Bidding,
Recognition and Service, CO for Leadership
Development, and CO for Marketing and Technology

44-2-0

Defines the level of past Honorary Inductees in the Silver
Paw Print Society

44-0-0

17-18

Silver Paw Print Society
Honorary Induction
Clarification

17-19

NRHH Advisor Oversight
of Silver Paw Print Society NRHH Advisor’s oversight for Silver Paw Print Society

17-20

Proxy Clarification

17-23

Conference
Compensations and
Travel Change

17-24

NCCs to COLD

Clarifies institutional proxies process

Outcome

44-0-0
15-13-0
26-0-0

Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed
Failed

Passed
Passed
Passed
Tabled

49-0-0

Passed
Passed

44-0-0
41-2-1

Updates conference compensations/travel for
professional association reps

44-0-0

Shifts responsibilities for working with NCCs to the
COLD position

46-0-0
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Passed

Passed
Passed
Passed

Passed

THE CENTRAL ATLANTIC AFFILIATE
LEGISLATION (CON’T)
Number

Title

One Sentence Description

Vote

Changes the Advisor Bidding Process to an appointment
with confirmation process

46-0-0

Moves money into the CAACURH Contingency Fund

43-1-0

17-25

Advisor Bid Process
Restructure

17-28

Contingency Fund

NRHH 17-01

GPA* Maintenance

Requires NRHH members to maintain a minimum GPA
for membership

12-3-0

NRHH 17-04

NRHH Election Ethics

Provides a nondiscrimination clause and election ethic
guidelines for chapters

15-0-0

Outcome
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Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed

THE GREAT LAKES
AFFILIATE

States & Provinces | Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ontario, & Wisconsin
Mascots | MOWII the Polar Bear and HOMES the Oar
Website | glacurh.nacurh.org
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THE GREAT LAKES AFFILIATE
REGIONAL BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Dan Hill | Director
Saginaw Valley State University
gl_director@nacurh.org

Kathie Wilson | AD for Finance &
Administration
Indiana State Purdue University
Indianapolis
gl_adfa@nacurh.org

Tim Nickels | AD for NRHH
Oakland University
gl_adnrhh@nacurh.org

Jessica Conklin | CO for Bidding &
Awards
University of Wisconsin - River Falls
gl_bidding@nacurh.org

Kristi Tessier | CO for Outreach &
Special Projects
Central Michigan University
gl_outreach@nacurh.org

Kayla Garrett | CO for Recruitment &
Retention
Ferris State University
gl_recruitment@nacurh.org

Pedro Marin | CO for Technology
Saginaw Valley State University
gl_technology@nacurh.org

William Trahan | CO for Training &
Member Resources
Central Michigan University
gl_resources@nacurh.org

Luke Molen | 2017 Business
Conference Chair
Southern Illinois University
Edwardsville
gl_businessconf@nacurh.org

Jonathan Bowman | 2017
Leadership Conference Chair
Grand Valley State University
gl_regionalconf@nacurh.org

Abbas Hill | Advisor
Central Michigan University
gl_advisor@nacurh.org
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THE GREAT LAKES AFFILIATE
NEW REGIONAL INITIATIVES
GLACURH-U Programming | Implemented GLACURH-U educational programming at the Regional
Leadership Conference; this initiative is similar to NACURH-U Programming.
Advisor Selection Process | We updated our Advisor Selection Process from a regional bidding
process at RLC to an RBD selection followed by an appointment process at RBC. Further details in
Legislation section.
Financial Transparency | Since August we have been providing financial reports to our region monthly
in order to promote further transparency to our members. At the Regional Leadership Conference we
further put into policy the distribution of financial reports to the region.
Enhancing Regional Website | Making enhancements and making our resources pages more user
friendly.
Implementing Neutral Host-Site | This year saw an interesting challenge of hosting a conference at a
neutral host site and not on one of our member institutions’ campus. This initiative was a huge
undertaking for the RBD as the Directorship worked more closely with the Conference Chair and
Advisor, and two COs served on the staff to provide additional support.

TOP 5 REGIONAL GOALS
Approachability between CCs and the RBD | At conferences we strive to interact as much as
possible on a personal level with all of the CCs. Additionally, we attempt to work with all of the CCs
when they attend our virtual chats.
Evaluating the Structure of the RBD | We are always looking to make our RBD more efficient and
representative of the services we strive to offer our institutions. Currently we are in the midst of
discussing this as an RBD.
Increasing Bid Submissions | Through the maintenance of the Regional Bidding Guide and working
on webinars/education sessions we hope to have at least one submission in each category of award,
conference, and positional bids.
Obtain a Host Site for each of AY18 Conferences | We hope to leave the next RBD with all of their
conference hosts selected. In order to accomplish this goal we have hosted and continue to plan How
to Host a Conference Chats via Zoom in order to pique interest and assist schools that may be
interested in bidding.
Providing More Virtual Resources | We as a region strive to offer our institutions more chances to
connect virtually with other CCs and the RBD, as well as, to get more resources from us while away
from conferences. This is being accomplished and continues to be worked on using webinars, chats
(affiliation, diamond, bidding, etc.) and through the publishing and updating of online guides
(affiliation, NCC/NCC-IT, bidding, OTM Writing, etc.)
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THE GREAT LAKES AFFILIATE
STRATEGIC PLAN
GENERAL UPDATE
Although, we had to back-log a large portion of our 84 initiatives due to the neutral host site, we are
on course to be complete prior to NACURH 2017.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
There are 36 Initiatives that are classified as constantly ongoing and there do not have a set
completion as they are just things that continue to be done continuously week-to-week. They are as
follows:
- Keep advisors informed on opportunities available to host conferences
- Use MOWII Mondays to alert schools of resources
- Personify the NBD
- Personify the NACURH Offices
- Distribute announcements about awards, otms, and accomplishments of Committees via the NRHH Facebook group.
- Make Website Main Hub for information
- Link all Social Media posts to website
- At least one post per week on Facebook
- Share any NRHH Facebook posts
- Share Conference pages and posts for RLC, RBC and Annual Conference via Facebook
- Post at least one tweet per week on Twitter
- Tweet alerts about other social media pages on Twitter
- Showcase Member Schools on Facebook
- Showcase member schools on Twitter
- Tweet Fun facts about region and relevant memes
- Link News and Headlines to Website from MOWII Mondays
- Create brief descriptions that link to Website within MOWII Mondays
- Promote NRHH Chapter Activities
- Promote and Support Individuality of Chapters
- Promote role of NAN
- Support NACURH NRHH database
- Promote NRHH Facebook Groups
- Promote OTM Submissions on SoME
- Post Regional Winners on SoMe
- Keep Advisors & Prof. Staff included on opportunities to bid for awards and positions on the RBD
- Continue Promoting Positions to students
- Regional Monthly Budget Reports
- Outreach Hours for ADNRHH
- Virtual attendance at Chapter Meetings
- Offer Open Zoom Discussions(Create brother/sisterhood of chapters)
- Share MOWII Mondays on Website and So Media
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THE GREAT LAKES AFFILIATE
STRATEGIC PLAN (CON’T)
ACCOMPLISHMENTS (CON’T)
There are currently 13 Initiatives that are 100% Complete. They are as follows:
- Streamline a general format of MOWII Mondays
- Maintain, Update, and Promote Bidding Guide
- Create Financial Posting Policies (Legislation)
- Offer Fundraising Best Practices Roundtable at RLC
- More NRHH Presence at RLC
- SoMe content about affiliation process
- Make contact with currently unaffiliated schools
- NRHH Ice-Breakers at Conferences (Create brother/sisterhood of chapters)
- Provide NRHH Assessment at RLC 2016
- Provide Social Media assessment Fall 2016
- Discuss strategic plan at GLACURH RLC
- Discuss the NACURH strategic plan at GLACURH RLC
- Upload Roll Call videos from RLC : Record at RLC
TOPICS TO COMPLETED BY THE END OF THE YEAR
There are an additional 20 initiatives currently in progress to be completed by the end of the year:
- Update OTM writing guide
- Establish and maintain electronic New Member school Affiliate Packet
- Bid Education Session at RLC 2016 (Got moved to virtual due to time constraints)
- Upload Regional Cheers to YouTube
- Create Fundraising Guides for Campuses that Can Donate Money
- Create Fundraising Guides for Campuses that Cannot Donate Money
- Tips to Transition your CC-IT education session at RBC 2017
- Advertise RBD Positions on Social Media
- Develop RLC Recap video
- Showcase positions on SoMe
- Evaluate other online mediums
- Training and Resources for Programming Chairs
- Increase Quantity and Diversity of Programs
- GLACURH-U Programming Planning
- Record Bidding Webinar (Outline Process and interview winners)
- Hold and Record webinar highlighting how to bid/host Conferences (w/interviews)
- Establish marketing plan for recruiting new schools (Utilize GLACURHTV)
- Establish marketing plan strategy for Ontario schools
- Develop Digital Media Plan (Using RLC assessments)
- (Use 2015 Regional Assessment to assess social media needs and uses)
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THE GREAT LAKES AFFILIATE
STRATEGIC PLAN (CON’T)
TOPICS TO COMPLETED BY THE END OF THE YEAR (CON’T)
There are 20 more initiatives that have not been started but will be finished by the end of the year:
- Create Investment Plan
- Powerpoint to accompany OTM winners
- Review positions at GLACURH with region
- OTM Writing Webinar
- Define NRHH/RHA Co-Existence
- Publicize Conference host benefits
- Create Advancement Society Guides (Work with NACURH on this)
- RHA/NRHH Coexistence Guide
- Assess experience of current schools from Ontario
- Create Philanthropy Pin
- Offer a Conference Bid education session
- Create Webinar for Training and Resources
- Research Request Forms (Early Alumni, Member Removal, Transfers)
- Research Tracking System for each process
- Research How to Hold Chapters Accountable
- Develop Marketing strategy to acquire more conference bids
- Encourage outgoing NCCs to work on affiliation with incoming
- Communicate Affiliation Process leading up to NACURH
- Affiliation Ed Session at NACURH
- Educate on Pins at NACURH breakout
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THE GREAT LAKES AFFILIATE
GLACURH 2016
CONFERENCE DETAILS
Hosted By | Neutral Host Site; Hilton Milwaukee
City Center
Dates | November 18-20, 2016
Theme | “Lights, Camera, Leadership”
Total Attendance | 518

PRICES

Delegate | $178.00/ CAD 253.50
Advisor Double | $239.00/ CAD 315.55
Advisor Single | $342.00/ CAD 451.54

UPCOMING SITE
GLACURH 2017 | University of Wisconsin - La
Crosse

CONFERENCE STAFF

Jonathan Bowman | Conference Chair
Kelcie McGowan | Registration, Housing and
Hospitality Chair
Billy Trahan* | Entertainment and Mass Gatherings
Chair
Kellie Corbett | Spirit and Awards Chair
Emily Wang | Finance Chair
Kelly Hancox | Programming Chair
Kristi Tessier* | Philanthropy Chair
Kimmy Berry | Technology Chair
Trevor Bramstedt | Volunteer Coordinating Co-Chair
Rachel Ewell | Volunteer Coordinating Co-Chair
Jacqueline Mellish | Conference Advisor
*Per Neutral Host Site legislation, two members from
the RBD served on the Conference Staff to provide
assistance for the conference

FINANCIAL UPDATE
From April 1st to December 1st our regional checking account has had a gain of $35,502.51 while our
regional savings account has had a loss of $1,998.54. Overall the region has seen a total gain of
$33,503.97. Current regional financial plans include creating deadlines for regional reimbursements,
setting a higher regional add-on fee minimum, standardizing templates and financial practices for
future finance officers.
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THE GREAT LAKES AFFILIATE
LEGISLATION
Number

Title

One Sentence Description

Regional Advisor

Changes the process for selecting the advisor from an

MMA

Selection Process

election to an appointment and confirmation.

Vote

Passed
47-0-0

Regional Philanthropy

Changes the selection timeline of the regional philanthropy

MMB

Selection

from every 2 years to 5 years.

47-0-0

MMC

Bid Citations

Impliments a bid citation policy for all regional bids.

47-0-0

Passed

Puts into policy the time limits for presenting for conference
MMD
MME

Conference Presentations

bids, q&a and discussion periods.

Conference Host

Added a line item to pay for SVSU and BSU affiliation fees

Incentives Line Item

per our host school incentives policies.

Passed
Passed

47-0-0
Passed
47-0-0

Added a policy that dictates the release of a monthly

Passed

MMF

Financial Posting Policy

budget update to the region to promote transparency.

47-0-0

MMG

Merchant Fees

Increased the budgetary line item for Merchant Fees.

47-0-0

Regional Advisor

Changes the process for selecting the advisor from an

Selection Process

election to an appointment and confirmation.

MMA

Outcome

Passed
Passed

47-0-0
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THE GREAT LAKES AFFILIATE
LEGISLATION (CONT.)
Number

Title

One Sentence Description

NRHH Building Block

Change bid criteria timeline from RBC to RBC, to RLC to

NRHH-MMA

Award Update

RLC

NRHH-MMB

NRHH-CC Award Update

Physically award the bid winner at RBC

NRHH President Award
NRHH-MMC
NRHH-MMD
NRHH-MME
NRHH-MMF

Update

Physically award the bid winner at RBC

OTM Selection

Change regional otm committee to Regional OTM

Committee Name Update

Selection Committee

Regional OTM Selection

Change Regional OTM Selection Committee eligibility to

Committee Eligibility

include RHA members

International Institutional

Change all mentions of "national, nationally" etc to

Inclusive Language

"NACURH"
NRHH active members must maintain a 2.5 GPA to retain

NRHH-MMG
NRHH-MMH

GPA Maintenance

active member status

Inclusive Gender Neutral

Remove gender binary (he, she) from the Regional NRHH

Language

Policy Book

Vote

Outcome

26-0-0

Passed

26-0-0

Passed

26-0-0

Passed

26-0-0

Passed

26-0-0

Passed

26-0-0

Passed

26-0-0

Passed

26-0-0

Passed
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THE INTERMOUNTAIN
AFFILIATE

States & Provinces | Arizona, Colorado, Utah, New Mexico, Nevada, Wyoming,
Montana, Idaho, Alberta, Saskatchewan, & South Africa
Mascot | Funk E. Monkey
Website | iacurh.nacurh.org
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THE INTERMOUNTAIN AFFILIATE
REGIONAL BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Rebecca Smith | Director
University of Northern
Colorado
ia_director@nacurh.org

Amy Ziegler | ADNRHH
University of Northern Colorado
ia_adnrhh@nacurh.org

Michael Shulby | AD-BA
University of Arizona
ia_adba@nacurh.org

Becca Lynch | CO for NCC
Training & Development
Arizona State University - Tempe
ia_ncctraining@nacurh.org

Renee Romero | CO for
Presidential & RHA Relations
Arizona State University
ia_rharelations@nacurh.org

Kendrick Daly | CO for
Publications & Technology
Northern Arizona University
ia_publications@nacurh.org

Jamie Lloyd | Advisor
Northern Arizona University
ia_advisor@nacurh.org

Jen O’Brien | NRHH Advisor
Arizona State University - Tempe
ia_nrhhadvisor@nacurh.org
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THE INTERMOUNTAIN AFFILIATE
NEW REGIONAL INITIATIVES
Regional Board Buddies
This was a program/process that RBDs in the past did but they were no longer super helpful. We have
started to revamp this idea by paring schools with RBD members to have another layer of support. We
are currently asking schools what they want ot see out of this relationship and how we can make it
most helpful to them.
Regional Office Hours
Adopting the ideas of other regions, we are testing out the idea of RBD office hours. Hopefully this
will add another way for schools to get involved and ask us questions!
Updating/Consistent Assessment
We want to have more long-term assessment to track our progress, specifically as the strategic plan
unfolds. Thus, we are working on creating assessments that are more broad and purposeful that we
hope will be reused for the next few years to track longitudinally.
Programming Model & Selection
Programming is something we’ve struggled with. We’re hoping to have a new process (a consistent
process) of selecting programs and offering presenters support in the form of chats and virtual
trainings. We are now encouraging presenters to send us scripts or videos of the full program upon
selection so we can evaluate them more efficiently than based off an abstract. This also helps us in our
goal to create a program vault that schools can refer back to.
Alumni Relations
This is a process where we are revamping our alumni organization, LAS-I. This has been headed by our
CO-PT and is a carry-over from goals developed last year. We want to make this more purposeful and
helpful both to alumni and current members.
Regional Philanthropy
We are in the first year of our regional philanthropy. The goal here was to have a general philanthropy
supported by IACURH in which schools could demonstrate their involvement in their community and
beyond. With this year’s theme of “Food Insecurity” we are encouraging schools to figure out what
that means to them and how they can get involved. Our hope is to provide a cohesive cause but also
give schools the freedom to customize their involvement in a way that fits their campus.
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THE INTERMOUNTAIN AFFILIATE
TOP 5 REGIONAL GOALS
Improve Transparency and Approachability between schools and the RBD
In year’s past transparency and approachability by the RBD has been a note of feedback for
improvement from our member schools. We’ve been working hard to improve the relatability of our
board and building those personal relationships with our member schools so that they can feel
comfortable and confident asking us questions or coming to us with concerns. We’ve also been
working on being more transparent and explicit in what we do as an RBD to help the region gain a
better understanding of what we do or why we’re doing it.
Assess and Revamp or conference program selection and implementation process
Conference programming has been a bit on the decline in our region in terms of quality and purpose.
We’ve been trying to work with conference staffs and programming chairs to revamp this system.
We’ve gathered some informal feedback and we are hoping to make this process better in the future.
We want to lean away from having fancy descriptions of programs that don’t actually tell delegates
what it’s about. We’ve also been attempting to look into offering virtual programming training
opportunities for presenters and including alumni and advisors in the programming options as well.
We want to better define what programs mean (aka not explaining a literal program you hosted on
campus, but more of an interactive program during conference). We started this process but had
some issues and we weren’t able to fully implement this this year but we hope next year they can!
Provide more resources and support to develop schools and reps
With balancing the relatability piece we also recognize that we aren’t producing much as a region. In
other words, we’ve made great relationships with our schools but we aren’t really going beyond that.
We want to improve the support we give schools by having more tangible forms and documents and
recordings for schools to refer to when necessary.
Continue to support NRHH expansion and involvement within the region.
NRHH is semi-stagnant in the region but they are revamping with the development of their strategic
plan. We are working to continue to include their goals and ideas as well as how we can better
support chapters.
Complete Year 1 of our strategic plan
We have a lot of tasks for our year one of our plan and we are really focusing our goals around
completing it. We are conducting a lot of assessment and gathering feedback so we can build off of it
in year two. As of right now we’ve made some progress but a lot of that progress will be finished in
our next semester.
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THE INTERMOUNTAIN AFFILIATE
STRATEGIC PLANNING
GENERAL UPDATE
We have a lot of things that are in progress so it’s hard to determine just how they are going to sort
out. Due to some positional vacancies we’ve stalled on a few of our goals (like branding and the
website) but we are hopefully going to pick up speed. We have a lot of work ahead of us for next
semester but overall I feel pretty good about where we are. Thankfully we have a decent amount of
time after RBC to really hone in on some of our goals and plans.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS

- So far, we have made the programming submission form a bit more descriptive for our RLC to

-

ensure that people that are submitting programs can explain more what their program is and for the
conference staff to select those programs that are more descriptive and then have better
programming at the conference. We attempted to implement a program training but it did not
happen due to various conflicts and circumstances.
We’ve been working on the collection of various resources that have in the past been scattered
across the region and the RBD accounts. These documents are being curated and put together in
such a fashion that allows for critical decision making moving forward.
We established a new accessible and sustainable budget template for the Regional Leadership
Conference and Regional Business Conference that acts as both a checklist and a simple way to
confirm delegate costs.
Developed Partnership and Sponsorship Fall Task Force to develop resources for the region
regarding campus and regional business relationships.
I believe the first portion of this year, was about understand who was taking on what pieces of the
plan first. Then each of us have taken on separate roles in terms of completing the strategic plan.

OBSTACLES

- Working with our RLC and programming chair has been difficult, as this strategic plan was passed

after they received the conference and already had set plans in mind how they wanted to do
programming. It has made it challenging to be able to get a lot of our year one goals done and will
then push us back to make the next year's RLC conference programming more focused on year one
goals rather than the year two goals.
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THE INTERMOUNTAIN AFFILIATE
STRATEGIC PLANNING (CON’T)
OBSTACLES (CON’T)

- There was a very high turnover in Advisors for the IACURH region, which has made accessing the
-

Advisors within the region difficult, as concrete contact information for advisors has been
dependent on affiliations and conference registration.
Campus support for voting positions: this goal is very vague, so understanding how to achieve this
measure is difficult. We are reviewing materials generated from the ISPC to try and assess what the
intention behind this goal was to understand how to best achieve it.
Obstacles that we have faced are varied but center around three main areas; lack of previous history
or similar organization structure to act upon, disparity of resources, differing expectations of
strategic planning goals.
Attendance with task force meetings and gathering member input
Assessing budget when revenue was not received in the previous year
Developing ideas for regional financial resources
Some taking on a lot of the plan and others not.
Educating our schools on what is to be accomplished this year and encouraging them to care/buyin to the process.
The biggest obstacle is making sure we are staying on course to accomplish this. Additionally, it is
to make sure others understand so that the following year whatever changes are made, remain.

TOPICS TO COMPLETE PRIOR TO THE END OF THE AFFILIATION YEAR

- Review of available resources; list of desired resources from advisors on Advisor Task Force and
-

from discussions at RLC
Voting positions: clarity in direction for goal to allow a spring 2017 focus for completion
Balanced FY18 Budget for review
Potential revenue sources identified for future scholarships and grants
List of resources that the region would like to see from RBD
One pagers on positions (almost done!)
Assess RBD Liaison and Ex-officio status for conference staff and RBD
Virtual Business Conference (scheduled for Jan. 29th)
One-Pagers developed for NACURH resources
Structure assessment of the board
Plan for RHA Presidents moving forward
Effective and Consistent Transition Materials for conference and RBD positions
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THE INTERMOUNTAIN AFFILIATE
IACURH 2016
CONFERENCE DETAILS

CONFERENCE STAFF

Hosted By | Utah State University
Dates | November 11-13, 2016
Theme | Author Your Own Life
Total Attendance | 340

Matt Anderson | Conference Advisor
Mallory Spendlove | Conference Co-Chair
Crysi Muhwezi | Conference Co-Chair
Alexandra Blue | RBD Liaison
Moriah Rackliffe | Programming Chair
Patrick Nielsen | Registration Chair
Sophia Rodriguez | Hospitality Chair
Chris Peterson | Philanthropy Chair
Emma Nelson | Banquet Chair
Daniel Sykes | Dining Chair
Aaron Walters | Travel and Transportation Chair
Morgan Rhoades | Budget Chair
Stephanie Symonds | Spirit Chair
Alli Hansen | Lodging Chair
Daniel Oliveros | Facilities Chair, Safety and Security Chair
Christopher Stanley | Communications/Social Media Chair
Gorety Ramirez | Entertainment Chair

PRICES
Delegate | $231.06
Advisor Double | $363.33
Advisor Single | $535.86

UPCOMING SITE
IACURH 2017 | University of New Mexico

FINANCIAL UPDATE
The Intermountain has had a deficit in the past two fiscal years and this year, we made a strong push
to cutting unnecessary spending and increasing our revenue. As of the end of December we are less
than $600 from meeting our Sale of Inventory goal, and we expect to surpass that value following our
Regional Business Conference. We are also expected excess from both our RLC in November and our
RBC in February. We have cut spending in certain lines, such as our Meals and Entertainment line as
conference and summit hosts provide any meals. We plan to end Fiscal Year 2017 with a $1,500
excess from our reduced spending and increased revenue.
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THE INTERMOUNTAIN AFFILIATE
LEGISLATION
Number

Title

One Sentence Description

Vote

MMA

ADAF Laptop

Approval to purchase a new ADAF laptop

Acclimation, Approved

MMB

PRRHA to take on LEAD

CO-PRRHA to take on LEAD in job description

30-0-0

Automatically updates legislation passed by
Trickle down NACURH Policy

NACURH in IA policy

30-0-0

MMF

Conference Add-on Fees

Updating add-on fees/values

30-0-0

Conference Host Bidding School Clairifying in policy who has voting rights during
Voting Rights

conference selection

Legislation Released to RBR

Programs Submitted per School

now in policy

Passed
30-0-0

__ # of programs at conference

Passed
29-2-0

Clairfies with other pieces of policy on where

Passed

MMJ

Summer Summit Clarification

summer summit is held.

Acclimation, Approved

MMK

Budget Updates

Updates of the budget

30-0-0

MML

Banana Points (structure)

Restructuring our point system

30-0-0

MMM

PRRHA Affiliation Clarification

PRRHA role in affiliation

30-0-0

Affiliation Responsibility
MMN

MMO

Changes

NCCTD role in affiliation

Committee/Task Force

Requires each member of the RBD to chair one

Requirements

committee and/or taskforce

Advisors and COs- process

Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed

30-0-0
Passed
31-0-0

Scholarships- wording for
MMQ

Passed

26-4-0

Removes the requirement of schools submitting
MMI

Passed

Passed

When legislation is required to be released -MMH

Passed

Passed

MMC

MMG

Outcome

Passed
Clairifying advisor role in scholarship selection

30-0-0
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THE INTERMOUNTAIN AFFILIATE
LEGISLATION (CON’T)
Number
MMS

MMU

Title

One Sentence Description

Advisor selection timeline

Updating our Advisor selection process

Student Requirement for Award

School declaration that they are a student

Bids

as defined by that school

Vote

Outcome

30-0-0

Passed
Passed

30-0-0
Passed

MMV

Award Policy Clean-up

Updating award policies

30-0-0
Passed

Summit Report Responsibility Moves the report from the ADAF
MMX

Change

responsibilities to the Director

Acclimation, Approved

Clairifies NCO and NRHH affiliation
MMY

ADNRHH Chapter Affiliation

process.

Passed
29-0-1

Addition of NRHH Service

Passed

Award to Regional Individual
MMZ

Award Bids

Added award to policy book

Acclimation, Approved
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THE MIDWEST
AFFILIATE

States & Provinces | North Dakota, South Dakota, Minnesota, Nebraska, Kansas, Iowa,
Missouri & Manitoba
Mascot | Molly “The Moo” Cow
Website | macurh.nacurh.org
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THE MIDWEST AFFILIATE
REGIONAL BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Billy Donley | Director
University of Missouri
ma_director@nacurh.org

Megan Jimmerson | AD-FR
University of Iowa
ma_adfr@nacurh.org

Annie Pendl | ADNRHH
Winona State University
ma_adnrhh@nacurh.org

Holly Loberg | CO for Programming
& Member Development
Winona State University
ma_programming@nacurh.org

Brittany Worthington | CO for
Technology & Resources
Pittsburg State University
ma_outreach@nacurh.org

Becca Cole | CO for Outreach
Missouri State University
ma_technology@nacurh.org

Gracie Smith | 2017 Business
Conference Chair
Minnesota State University
Mankato
ma_nofrills@nacurh.org

Jen Kacere | Advisor
North Dakota State University
ma_advisor@nacurh.org

NEW REGIONAL INITIATIVES
Advocacy Committee
This year, the Midwest created a new committee focused on increasing our advocacy efforts in the
region. This committee will pick a topic every year to focus on and then will create related resources
for member schools. The committee will also consult member schools to ensure every institution can
participate.
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THE MIDWEST AFFILIATE
NEW REGIONAL INITIATIVES (CONT.)
RLC & RBC Bid Guides
The RLC and RBC Bid Guides are two separate resources specific to each of our conferences with
information on all bid guidelines and policies that will be relevant to that respective conference. This
resource has helped to increase the understanding of our regional policies related to conference,
positional, and award bids, and has been highly utilized by regional members so far. This initiative was
created in line with updates to our regional bid policies that were made last year along with an
intentional focus on improving bid quality in the Midwest.
Keeping Up with the RBD
“Keeping Up with the RBD” is a new set of weekly posts on our regional Facebook page with updates
on what members of the Regional Board have been working on throughout each week. These updates
have been anywhere from small tasks to relevant regional updates, and usually include links to content
that can be utilized by the region. This initiative was created in an effort to increase transparency from
the Regional Board and help the region to feel more informed on the responsibilities of the Board
between conferences.
Molly’s Adventures
Molly’s Adventures is an Initiative that leads to a fun environment and involvement of the MACURH
members. It is based on the idea of flat stanley. It seeks to involve members by taking photos and
then photoshopping or dressing up like a cow. The idea is to show the buy in from members to show
the passion they have for NRHH, RHA, and MACURH as a whole. Members are given a list of ideas
that they could use and it has since then took off.
Snaps To
“Snaps To” was created with an idea of recognition on a smaller scale than an OTM. It was created
based off the idea of this quote, "A person who feels appreciated will always do more than what is
expected of them." The form is set up to be a compliment, a thank you, or even just a note of
encouragement. It can go to anyone from any school or even to the regional board of directors! The
snaps are sent out once a week in a personalized email from the AD for NRHH stating the snaps to.
The option is open to have it be anonymous if the person would like.
Programming Photo Album
The Programming Photo Album allows members in the region to submit 1-5 photos from their
program to be placed onto the MACURH Facebook page. Each photo has a short description of the
program along with the individual & school to contact with questions about the program.
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THE MIDWEST AFFILIATE
NEW REGIONAL INITIATIVES (CONT.)
Zooming into Programs
Zooming into Programs is an initiative for members in the region to request the CO for Programming
and Member Development to attend the before, during, or afterwards of their program through
zoom. This ties in with the “RBD On Campus” initiative.
Graduates & Birthdays
Members in the region are now able to give us their birthdays so that we can celebrate them on a
monthly basis. Members in the region are also able to give us their graduation date so we can
congratulate them & add them to the alumni listserv upon their request.
Social Media Post Structure
A fairly strict social media post structure was created in order to be more consistent with posting,
ensure that we are using all of our social media accounts, and create an easier way to evaluate what
we are doing. So far, it has shown a lot of promise and some institutions are even beginning to model
after our structure. On Mondays, we post reminders on Facebook, these tend to be for chats. On
Tuesday and Thursdays, we post quotes and inspirational photos on Instagram. On Wednesdays, we
post articles on Facebook. On Fridays, questions are asked on Twitter. We are working on evaluating
times of posts and will hopefully have an even more precise structure by the end of next semester.
Website Improvements
A wide variety of improvements have been made on the website. First of all, our new regional
branding has been implemented. Also, we have gone through pages in order to ensure we are being
consistent with looks and information included. We have evaluated what was useful and what was not
and used this information to add, remove, or rearrange pages and tabs on the website. We have also
a multitude of buttons on most pages in order to make accessing additional links and forms much
easier. Another exciting addition was a conference countdown on our home page! The website is now
designed to make finding regional resources much more efficient.
55th Anniversary
Coming out of NACURH 2016, we found that there was a large amount of excitement and spirit within
the region. We realized that this year was our 55th anniversary and that became our bouncing off
point to embrace that enthusiasm. We used this foundation for a number of efforts including
showcasing the updating of our website and historical documents. We also worked hard to publicize
FARM, our alumni initiative, as we are trying to really build the program throughout this year. One of
our biggest accomplishments was a new special edition regional pin released for the RLC that
successfully sold out by the close of conference.
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THE MIDWEST AFFILIATE
TOP 5 REGIONAL GOALS
RBD Approachability & Transparency
The RBD has been working to ensure that we are approachable to the region not just during
conference time. We are continuing our normal office hours, while also encouraging more one-on-one
meetings with member schools. We already had five visits this semester to member school meetings
through our “RBD On Campus” initiative and are expecting more in the spring. In addition, we have
seen an increase of attendance at office hours and chats since the RBD began individually reaching
out to members of the region. For transparency, we have created an RBD Accountability task force to
provide an additional outlet for the region to evaluate current practices and suggest improvements to
the RBD. We have also been updating our website and now it includes resources such as: goal
reports, all memos released throughout the year, more accessible minutes and legislation, and more
updated chat recordings.
Examples: Increased “RBD On Campus” requests, RBD accountability task force, semester goal
reports, and more accessible governing documents.
Strategic Plan Implementation
The RBD has been discussing new ways to show our progress on the strategic plan and have thought
about releasing a semi-annual report following our RBC site visit, as well as hosting a special chat to
educate the region on the plan. We are lucky to have several original members of the strategic
planning committee on our board, so we will be reviewing our progress in the spring to make sure
that we are following the original intentions of the plan.
Examples: Conference updates, semi-annual report, special chat on strategic plan education, and
strategic plan review in the spring.
Increased Leadership Opportunities
The RBD sought to increase the leadership opportunities for members of the region through the
implementation of committee chairs and task forces. This year, we have a new committee called the
“Advocacy Committee” that will be handling regional advocacy efforts. In addition to this, we have
created several new task forces to develop our resources, accountability, and connection to the
region.
Examples: Committee chairs, new advocacy committee, and new task force opportunities.
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THE MIDWEST AFFILIATE
TOP 5 REGIONAL GOALS
Development of Resources
The RBD has been working to diversify our resources, specifically more resources related to bidding,
transition, and positions. In addition, we have begun adding new tabs and folders to our website to
make all resources accessible to all member schools and easy to find.
Examples: New “Bid Guides” for awards, positions, and conferences. Universal resources on transition
and more website accessibility.
NRHH Culture Change
The RBD has been working to invest more in our NRHH boardrooms and develop the relationship
between the NRHH reps, Presidents, and NCCs. We will be adding more guests to NRHH Boardroom
at the RBC and will be implementing an NRHH Policy Book and more related to the NRHH Strategic
Plan.
Examples: Plans for NRHH Policy Book and development of NRHH Boardroom.

STRATEGIC PLANNING
GENERAL UPDATE
The Midwest is currently on track for year one. We have accomplished what we would have liked to
prior to our Regional Leadership Conference and are beginning to plan for what is next prior to our
business conference. We have a comprehensive task list and are spending time discussing the plan’s
progress as a regional board throughout the semester. In addition, we are lucky to have members
from the committee that drafted the plan on the board, so we are spending time making sure we
properly transition the plan and provide context for every initiative.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Our implementation so far has been very smooth. We completed a large amount of tasks during the
last transition period in coordination with the outgoing Regional Board members. Since we completed
a lot before the year began, we are in a very good place to complete our planned initiatives for this
affiliation year.
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THE MIDWEST AFFILIATE
STRATEGIC PLANNING (CON’T)
OBSTACLES
An obstacle that we are facing now is that new members of the region were not present during the
passage of this plan and were not transitioned with the plan in mind. Due to this, we are working to
increase education on the plan and develop a special chat on it to make sure the entirety of the region
is on the same page with its purpose and initiatives.
TOPICS TO COMPLETE PRIOR TO THE AFFILIATION YEAR ENDING
We expect to implement our virtual retreat for the representatives of the region (i.e. NCCs, NRHH
Reps, Programming Reps, and Presidents), we plan on standardizing our resources and creating a
maintenance plan to keep our archives organized, having dialogue in NRHH boardrooms and chats on
the growth of NRHH, developing a three tier assessment system for the region, creating a goal setting
template resource for member schools, further developing our cluster system, and increasing alumni
involvement in chats and conferences.
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THE MIDWEST AFFILIATE
MACURH 2016
CONFERENCE DETAILS

CONFERENCE STAFF

Hosted By | Northwest Missouri State University
Dates | November 4-6, 2016
Theme | Planting The Seed For Success
Total Attendance | 382

Tyana Dahlberg | Conference Chair
Alyssa Lincoln | Volunteer & Spirit Chair
Bailey Fisher | Programming Chair
Baily Fox | Philanthropy & Decorations Chair
Carrie Egnatowski | Entertainment & Ceremonies Chair
Christa Lovitt | Sponsorship Chair
Emily Bonitos | Housing Chair
Hannah Ankenbauer | Safety, Security, & Transportation
Chair
Kody Rawson | Marketing & Registration Chair
Stephanie Robinson | Finance & Dining Chair
Mike Miller | Co-Lead Conference Advisor
Beth Little | Co-Lead Conference Advisor

PRICES
Delegate | $116.00
Advisor Double | $160.00
Advisor Single | $250.00

UPCOMING SITE
MACURH 2017 | Not Selected

FINANCIAL UPDATE
Since April 1, the Midwest has been able to save a lot of money compared to our projected expenses,
specifically in the areas of conference travel and conference registration. We are currently anticipating
an overall excess for FY17 despite the originally projected deficit of $5,000.00. MACURH has also
continued to see an increase in regional revenues both through increased add on fees and increased
sales of regional inventory, and have sold over $1,600.00 in merchandise since the beginning to the
fiscal year. The majority of money spent so far has been for RBD travel expenses and regional
inventory. MACURH has also made an effort to allocate some excesses in the budget to purchasing
new regional inventory items in order to generate a higher profit overall.
Looking toward FY18, the Midwest has made several changes in our financial budgeting practices in
order to plan for a balanced budget. We have worked to restructure our plan for regional scholarships
and grants in a manner that will require a funding source for each individual scholarship rather than
planning to have these deducted from a more general expense line item, reducing our expenses
overall by close to $800.00. The Regional Board has been committed to making changes in our
regional budgeting practices in a way that will have a minimal impact on our members and services.
We are currently projecting an overall excess of close to $1,000.00 for the next fiscal year, which will
be the first projected excess that MACURH has seen in years.
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THE MIDWEST AFFILIATE
LEGISLATION
Number

Title

One Sentence Description

Vote

Approved the purchase of an iPad Pro to be used by the Regional
MM17-1

Regional iPad

Board at conferences and events.

Outcome
Passed

27-0-1

Approved the creation of a new standing regional committee that

Passed

will focus on promoting a single advocacy initiative throughout the
MM17-2

MACURH Advocacy

affiliation year with the purpose of providing knowledge,

Committee

opportunities, and resources to member schools.

20-2-6

Adjusted the purpose of the MACURH Golden Cowbell pins to

Passed

make them more distinct from Silver Pins, now allowing the
Regional Director to award three Golden Cowbell pins similar to all
MM17-3

Golden Cowbell Pins

other members of the board.

21-3-4

Approved the official creation and dissemination of a new regional
MM17-4

New Regional Logo

logo series

Passed
18-3-7

Approved a budget allocation of $200.00 to be used for the

Passed

purchase of 55th Anniversary pins that were sold at our Leadership
MM17-5

55th Anniversary Pins

conference

19-0-5

Positional Duty of
MM17-6
MM17-7

Passed

Coordinating RHA

Moved the responsibility of corrdinating RHA President relations

Presidents

from a shared task to being entirely overseen by the CO-MD

Coordinating Officer for

Changed the name of our CO-PD to CO-MD to better represent all

Member Development

positional responsibilities

37-0-0
Passed
37-0-0

Removed the responsibility of grading regional OTMs from the

Passed

Recognition Committee, this process will now be overseen and
MM17-8

Regional OTM Grading

facilitated by the ADNRHH

33-4-0

Updated our policies regarding RBD vacancies and appointments
MM17-9

RBD Vacancy Process

to reflect our current practices as well as the technology available

Passed
33-4-0
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THE NORTH EAST
AFFILIATE

States & Provinces | Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New York,
Rhode Island, Vermont, New Brunswick, Newfoundland and Labrador, Nova Scotia, Prince
Edward Island, & Quebec
Mascot | Marty the Moose
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Website | neacurh.nacurh.org

THE NORTH EAST AFFILIATE
REGIONAL BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Cassandra Balzarini| Director
University of Maine: Orono
ne_director@nacurh.org

Luke Habib | AD of Finance &
Administration
Worcester Polytechnic Institute
ne_adaf@nacurh.org

Nick Viviano | AD of NRHH
Northeastern University
ne_adnrhh@nacurh.org

Ella Azoulay | CO for Programming
Resources
New York University
ne_programming@nacurh.org

Abby Baker | CO for RHA
Development
Quinnipiac University
ne_presidents@nacurh.org

Megan Brown | CO for Recognition
and Service
Pace University: Pleasantville
ne_marketing@nacurh.org

Zac Berube | CO for Subregional
Relations
SUNY Geneseo
ne_subregions@nacurh.org

Mary Gallivan | Advisor
University at Buffalo
ne_advisor@nacurh.org
Stephanie Valentino | NRHH
Advisor
Columbia University
ne_advisor@nacurh.org
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THE NORTH EAST AFFILIATE
NEW REGIONAL INITIATIVES
Regional Branding
NEACURH implemented a region-wide commitment to branding, this includes the introduction of a
new logo and a regional branding guide. This guide regulates all publications from the region, and
includes templates for powerpoints, word documents, memos, letters and more.
Renovated Website
NEACURH renovated our entire website, re-designing the formatting and re-organizing the materials
and information present to meet the needs of the region. The new website also reflects our new
branding standards and serves as an effective means of communication with the entire region.
Representative To-Do Lists
NEACURH has introduced the concept of a Monthly To-Do list. These lists, sent out during the first
week of every month to NCCs, NRHH Reps, Presidents and Task Forces that outline specific tasks to
be completed in the month ahead. In addition, the To-Do lists provide one streamlined locations for
the region to access legislation, agenda, additional links and more.
Regional Philanthropy
NEACURH has partnered with the “I have a Dream Foundation” (IHAD) to develop our first ever
Regional Philanthropy. NEACURH has made a commitment to serving this organization year round.
IHAD had a presence at our Regional Conference and has worked with NEACURH to plan out a year
of service benefiting the organization. IHAD is now beginning conversations with two other regions
and we are excited to see their relationship with NACURH grow.
Presidents Training
NEACURH has developed our Presidents Training Initiative. A program that allows Presidents to learn
from others in the role throughout the region key tools and strategies designed to help them grow in
their roles. This training program is continuing to grow and we hope to develop a syllabus and
learning outcomes for the program in the future.
NRHH Policy Book
NEACURH has implemented and NRHH Policy Book in order to better represent and serve our NRHH
affiliates.
NRHH Advisor
NEACURH has initiated an NRHH advisor trial run in order to help better support our NRHH affiliates
along with continuing to develop our NRHH targeted services while working to “Bridge the Gap”
between NRHH’s and RHA’s on our member school campuses. This individual will also work to support
our ADNRHH and CORS.
Renovated Advisor Selection Process
NEACURH has redesigned our Advisor Selection process to allow for more regional involvement.
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THE NORTH EAST AFFILIATE
TOP 5 REGIONAL GOALS
Regional Identity
Aware of our poor regional reputation on the NACURH level in the past, NEACURH has committed to
becoming a more polished, professional and dependable region this year. We have worked hard to
improve our regional identity, some projects have included: developing a branding guide to
standardize all regional publications and social media post, updating our regional logo and more
consistent alignment with NACURH policies and practices.
RBD Professionalism / Reputation
Because we have acknowledge that we have not always had a positive reputation as a region and as
an RBD, we have worked this year to promote professionalism through our decisions and actions. As a
result, one step that we have taken towards this is to purchase RBD polos so that we can represent
NEACURH professionally at conferences. Further, we have adopted business casual NCC boardroom
to ensure that professionalism extends to our boardroom representatives as well.
Communication
Improved communication as RBD members and communication with our region has been a priority
this year. We have streamlined and standardized how we communicate with our region (timing,
format, frequency, etc.) We increased regional involvement and features in our communication and
continue to work on producing relevant, clear communication. In following inspiration from SWACURH
After every conference and retreat we have released a recap document summarizing everything that
happened for those unable to attend.
Accountability
We have focused this year on holding the RBD and our regional partners accountable for the work
they are expected to accomplish. This is done through the creation of to-do lists, the removal of
voting rights for those who have not completed bid evals, attendance policies for task forces and
more.
NRHH Growth and Development
Acknowledging the divide between NRHH and the rest of our region, we have worked this year to reincorporate NRHH into our day to day business and regional activities. We have taken special time
and care to host NRHH relevant chats and roundtables and will continue to work on strengthening the
relationship between NEACURH and NRHH.
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THE NORTH EAST AFFILIATE
STRATEGIC PLANNING
GENERAL UPDATE
The Northeast Affiliate is well on track to completing our year one initiatives. The first year of the
NEACURH 3YSP did not provide a lot of challenge to the members of the board, many initiatives were
completed very quickly as they required RBD members to “research” or “consider” instead of actually
completing many actions. Personal goals of RBD members also aligned with the 3YSP in many
circumstances, allowing for completion of tasks fairly quickly and successfully.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
ADAF | Research the creation of RBD accountability task force, developed a new system for
scholarships in the region, developed resource to increase financial transparency to the region.
ADNRHH | Educate member schools and individuals on the purpose and mission of NRHH,
Encourage collaboration between NRHH chapters and RHA.
COMPR | Branding and Marketing guide published, programming website marketing strategy, email
listservs updated, researched effective data collection methods, website reformatted for visibility,
resources were updated with any missing documents, developed campaign for using website as a
resource.
COPR | Expand on the awareness of on campus programs done by member schools, Research
initiatives that other regions use to promote the sharing of ideas outside of conference, evaluated and
updates programming feedback process, Cultivate a better recruitment, selection, and pre-conference
training process for programming, create a uniform submission form for programming website
submissions, Recognition of winning conference programs on programming website.
COSR | Development of NEACURH in person events, increased marketing and attendance at
subregional meetings,
CORD | Utilized presidents chats in order to brainstorm presidents trainings, survey presidents in order
to understand what resources they would find useful.
CORS | Assess and develop resources and tools for bidding, create an advisor committee or task
force, Utilize new marketing standards to design bid guides that are functional and easy to
understand.
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THE NORTH EAST AFFILIATE
STRATEGIC PLANNING (CON’T)
OBSTACLES
- CORD: Attendance at president's Chats makes some tasks more complicated
- COPR: Goals of the 3YSP do not align with regional experiences and personal goals of the position.
- Board turnover has made commitment to the 3YSP difficult
- Very vague and simplistic over the first year, did not call for many specific actions or tasks.
TOPICS TO COMPLETE PRIOR TO THE END OF THE AFFILIATION YEAR
ADAF | Establish a regional preferred vendors list, propose a balanced fiscal year 18 budget, create a
resource that outlines the leadership of NEACURH / NACURH and positional responsibilities.
ADNRHH | Conference Engagement: Develop a marketing plan to invite alumni to conferences,
Provide NRHM resources to schools and support its growth.
COMPR | N/A (Roll is currently vacant and all year one initiatives have been completed)
COPR | Moving towards year-two initiatives and fine-tuning of year-one initiatives.
CORD | Communicate goals set by RBD to the region and involve region in goal setting,
communicate more RBD business to president's, Re-evaluation of Buddy School system by matching
schools based on need to RBD member responsibilities
COSR | Sub-regional newsletter, increased interest in subs, “re-drawing” / outlining of how the
subregions are laid out.
CORS | Continue research as to why schools do or do not bid, create a training session to educate
new advisors
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THE NORTH EAST AFFILIATE
NEACURH 2016
CONFERENCE DETAILS

CONFERENCE STAFF

Hosted By | SUNY Oneonta
Dates | November 4-6, 2016
Theme | “Marty Potter and the Order of
NEACURH”
Total Attendance | 363

Mike McDonnell & Justine Marinello | Conference
Co-Chairs
Charles Mott | Finance Chair
Liana Walter | Sponsorship and Marketing Chair
Alex Hays | Housing and Hospitality Chair
Mark Sweatlock | Transportation and Security Chair
Alyssa Cohen | Programming and Volunteer Chair
Brian Ferguson | Registration and Technology Chair
Shannon Cookfair | Dining and Banquet Co-Chair
Rachel Caterisano | Dining and Banquet Co-Chair
Wendy Dou | Entertainment Chair
Kaitlin Alessi | Focus Project Chair
Lauren Kelly | Spirit Chair
Brad Veach, Anne Everett | Conference Advisors
Sarah Brown | RHA Advisor
LeAnn Pratt | NRH Advisor

PRICES

Delegate | $167.00
Advisor Double | $217.00

UPCOMING SITE
NEACURH 2017 | Not Selected

FINANCIAL UPDATE
The NEACURH Savings Account has not seen any losses, and has steadily accrued interest of
approximately $0.86 monthly. Our Checking Account has seen a loss of $12,071.74 at this point in the
year. We have realized 25.02% of our budgeted revenue and 57.22% of our budgeted expenses. With
the expectation of deposited revenue from Sale of Inventory, Conference Fees, and Membership Dues
being realized in the near future, we are operating as expected for this time in the fiscal year. We have
striven to underspend line items in Meals and Entertainment, Conference Expenses, and Travel as
much as possible, while maximizing revenue from Sale of Inventory. This will continue for the rest of
the fiscal year. We will also be authoring legislation to alter some financial aspects of our policy to aid
in balanced budgeting for Fiscal Year 18.
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THE NORTH EAST AFFILIATE
LEGISLATION
Number

Title
Merchant Fees Line

17-01

Increase
MMC and MLM

17-02

Adjustments

17-03

Regional NRHH Advisor

17-04

NEACURH Rebranding
Commitment to Service

17-05

Award
Commitment to

17-06

Sustainability Award
Creation of NRHH Policy

17-08

Book
Directorship Bid

17-09

Presentation Extension

17-11

Proxying a Vote

17-12

Removal of Pro/Con

17-14

Programming Grant
Regional Advisor

17-15

Selection Process
Spring Leadership

17-16

Conference Extension

17-17

Past Advisor

17-02

Virtual Business

One Sentence Description
Accomdates for the clover fee in the regional budget

Vote

Passed
20-0-0

Removes MMC from policy & moves MLM to the duties of
the COMPR
Introduction of a trial run of the NRHH Advisor into policy
Introduction of the new regional logos into policy
Creates a new bidded regional award
Creates a new bidded regional award

Passed
44-0-0
40-1-1
42-0-2

Passed
Passed
Passed

20-0-3
Passed
19-1-3

Seperates NRHH policies into a seperate governing
document

Outcome

Passed
42-0-2

Extends the presentation time of directorship bids
Prevents institutions from proxying votes to other schools
Removes the requirement of Pro/Con for bidded awards
Relocates the regional programming grant award to SLC
Adjustments to the Regional Advisor Selection Process

Passed
42-0-0
42-0-0
36-2-4
42-0-0

Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed

41-0-1
Tabled

Extends SLC by one calendar day
Introduction of the position of Past Advisor into policy

Passed

(temporary)

38-0-4

Allows for NRHH reps to participate in online business

44-0-0

Passed
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THE PACIFIC
AFFILIATE

States & Provinces | Alaska, British Columbia, California, Hong Kong, Oregon,
Washington, Yukon
Mascot | Jeremiah T. Bullfrog
Website | pacurh.nacurh.org
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THE PACIFIC AFFILIATE
REGIONAL BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Robert Dunn | Director
University of California, Irvine
pa_director@nacurh.org

Briana Ramos | CO for
Presidents
University of California Channel Islands
pa_presidents@nacurh.org

Jacqueline Ignacio| AD for
NRHH
University of Oregon
pa_adnrhh@nacurh.org

Alyssa Tucker | CO for
PACURH Relations
Pacific University
pa_relations@nacurh.org

Aric Reyna | CO for
Communications & Technology
Central Washington University
pa_communications@nacurh.org

Melissa Williams | Advisor
Washington State University
pa_advisor@nacurh.org

Hannah Keneally | CO for
Spirit and Bidding
Gonzaga University
pa_southern@nacurh.org

Vacant | AD for Administration
& Finance University of
California, Irvine
pa_adaf@nacurh.org

NEW REGIONAL INITIATIVES
Buddy Schools
Buddy Schools is an initiative lead by our COP and COPR. In an effort to promote communication and
support our institutions in findings new ways to share resources, the buddy school system was
developed Institutions are matched based on their resident population, RHA/NRHH budget size,
values they are strong at implementing and values they wish to improve on. Buddy schools also
parallel boardroom buddies but as an out-of-conference resources.
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THE PACIFIC AFFILIATE
NEW REGIONAL INITIATIVES (CONT.)
PACURH U
As a parallel to NACURH U, PACURH U aims to promote RHA/NRHH development as well as regional
involvement. This year was our first year our RLC dedicated 2 programming sessions to PACURH U
programming. During those two sessions, we also did not hold boardroom, allowing boardroom
representatives to present or attend programs and allow RBD members to present programs. This
time was also an opportunity for representatives to have a time for self-care.
Task force Chairs
Task forces are a great opportunity to for our institutional partners to be involved the advancement of
our region. However, to continue developing new opportunities for members to develop leadership
skills we created task force chairs. Students now have the chance to lead a task force under the
guidance of a designated RBD member. This opportunities is also a chance for students to sample
what regional work would be like if they were interested in bidding for the RBD at a later point.
Development of COSB and COPR
This year is the first year that the Pacific RBD one CO dedicated to PACURH recruitment and retention
(COPR) and one CO dedicated to spirit and bidding resources (COSB), Therefore, this year, our COs
are working hard to understand what the region wants and needs from each of these positions and
what is the most effective way to provide those resources. For our COPR, this includes developing an
effective method of outreach to eligible institutions, retention of our current member institutions and
development of our PACURH relations committee in its first year of existence as well. For our COSB,
this includes developing resources to increase participation in both regional spirit and bidding at
conferences and well as further development of the quality of bids submitted.
PACURH Relations Committee
With the start of a new year-long committee, our COPR and selected members of the PACURH
Relations committee have been tasked with developing a clear purpose and assignments for the
committee. At the beginning of the year, the committee evaluated its ability to support recruitment
materials. In the next third of the year, The committee has initiated sub area 1 on 1s to increase our
outreach and ability to support our member institutions in their initiatives.
Website and resources accessibility
This year, our COCT is focused on making large changes to where and how resources are made
available via our regional website. With our RBD focused heavily on creating resources the region can
use and refer to in the future, we want to make a dedicated area in our website that can easily be
sorted through to find desired material. This will also become important moving forward for our RBD
transitions. Often times, resource presentation and generation are repeated (i.e. how to write an OTM)
because those resources are lost in our google drive or were forgotten about. Instead, we would like
to ensure that if any material is repeated, it is an improvement from the previous material and thus
allow for the opportunity for new resources to continue to be developed.
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TOP 5 REGIONAL GOALS
More personal connections
Each regional board for the last 3 years has had a strong desire to increase our ability as a board to be
there for our institutions as a person and not just some entity they feel obligated to communicate with
for their job. Therefore, each RBD member has increased their efforts in creating personal connections
with our region with face to face communications, increased availability via youcanbook.me, increased
1 on 1 with boardroom reps and consistent communication through consistent representative web
chats with an opportunity to share experiences and initiatives on a campus level.
Increase tangible resources
While PACURH is most recognizable to its member institutions for its annual conferences, the RBD
would like to provide more resources that can be used at a campus level. Therefore, the RBD has
been developing guides and digital packets that can be used as a resource for context and to
continue developing to their respective RHAs and chapters.
Fostering Inclusivity
Inclusivity is always a top priority of PACURH CURH. Our region goes out of its way to ensure our
regional conferences feature programs that focus around a social justice topic. Additionally, we make
sure inclusive language is top priority of ours. For example, introducing ourselves with pronouns is
something we practice and institutions have started bringing that practice back to their own
campuses.
Increasing Regional Involvement
To increase regional involvement, PACURH has made an effort to empower member institutions to
step up into positions of power. For example students can chair task forces that are advised by a
member of the RBD. By doing this, students feel more connected and feel more obligation to the
region.
Spirit
With the creation of a new CO position that is dedicated to spirit, the Pacific aims to boost its regional
spirit and involvement over the year. Our COSB aims to continue developing resources institutions can
access and share on their respective campuses. In addition we are continuously reaching out to our
member institutions to create new cheers and ways to show our spirit at the annual conference.
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THE PACIFIC AFFILIATE
STRATEGIC PLANNING

GENERAL UPDATE
Wrapping up the first half of our NACURH year, the Pacific feels comfortable in the progress of their
strategic plan. During this time, each RBD member focused on developing their role and
understanding of how to bes serve the region in line with the strategic plan and their original bid. This
means, though, that in our second half of the NACURH year, will be tying up loose ends and
addressing aspects of the strategic plan that may have been encompassed in the scope of our
projects thus far.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS & OBSTACLES
PACURH Structure
Accomplishments
- Finances: We have reached the Zero deficit budget for FY18. And we have created the Advocacy
Program grant as a new finance opportunity we can offer our institutions.
- President's Role: we have compiled resources from the different regions and how presidents serve
there. We have also started round table conversations with our presidents which we will look to
create a concrete document/legislation to be seen by NACURH.
- Recruitment and Retention: We have been able to hold 1 on 1s with our member institutions with
both NRHH/RHA presidents and NCCs.
Obstacles
- Accountability: There has been a lot less interest in serving on our RBD accountability committee
this year which is our main way of keeping the RBD and conference staff accountable.
- RBD: RBD evaluation process has been at a standstill at this time because we are trying to find the
best way to evaluate the responsibilities
PACURH Resources
Accomplishments
- Alumni: Alumni have now begun fundraising. Moving forward we will look to provide incentives to
donate and recognition.
- Networking outside of conference: We have created consistent Jeremiah’s corners and looked to
our member institutions during regional chats to find the topic most helpful for them.
- Programming at conferences: We dedicated 2 programming sessions during the RLC for PACURH U
tracks. Therefore, representatives and RBD has a chance to present RHA/NRHH/PACURH specific
programs.
Obstacles
- Publications: There have been some Wix struggles that have prevented us from advancing the
website to the best it can be.
- Webinars: Moving into the next year, we would like to create an on-going list where member
institutions to can express the webinars they would like to see.
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STRATEGIC PLANNING
ACCOMPLISHMENTS & OBSTACLES (CON’T)
PACURH Values
Accomplishments
- Inclusion: All the RBD this year has included personal pronouns when introducing ourselves and our
member institutions have begun including on that as well.
- Philanthropy: Our Service task force was advised by our ADRHH and was effective in its tasks at the
RLC.
- Spirit: Our COSB lead the spirit task force that created a new frog pin, frog decals and cheer videos
to teach our member institutions the PACURH cheers.
- Wellness in student leaders: This last conference, we created a dedicated time where
representatives did not have to go to boardroom but could instead learn at programs or just take
time for themselves.
Obstacles
- Recognition: Developing new ways to recognize is to be implemented in the second half of
NACURH so we have not started new projects yet.
- Sustainability: While PACURH highly values sustainability, it is difficult to increase sustainability
efforts when we are a primarily online organization. Therefore, we are looking to find ways to
support our member institutions in increasing sustainability efforts on a campus level.
TOPICS TO COMPLETE PRIOR TO THE END OF THE AFFILIATION YEAR
Moving into the second half of the NACURH year, we will be taking the aspects of the strategic plan in
the year 1 category and creating an action plan to ensure that each point in year one at least has been
addressed by the end of the year. This will hopefully set up the next year’s RBD for success in
implementing year 2.
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THE PACIFIC AFFILIATE
PACURH 2016
CONFERENCE DETAILS
Hosted By | University of Southern California
Dates | November 11-13, 2016
Theme | Lights. Camera. Leadership
Total Attendance | 378

PRICES
Delegate | $271.00
Advisor Double | $325.00

UPCOMING SITE
PACURH 2017 | University of Oregon

CONFERENCE STAFF

Kennedy Bingham | Conference Co-Chair
Linda Gudiel | Conference Co-Chair
David Hong | Conference Advisor
Jonathan Han | Banquet Chair
Manisha Sajnani | Dining Chair
Angel Zayas | Entertainment Chair
Katrina Sy | Facilities Chair
Nikhil Sinha | Funding Chair
Tess Murray | Housing Chair
Alyssa Sanchez | Programming Chair
Amanda Keys | Publications Chair
Julyanna Mendez | Registration Chair
Luis Hernandez | Spirit Chair
Gabby Leow | Sponsorship Chair
Natasha Natarajan | Volunteer Management Chair

FINANCIAL UPDATE
There has been an increase in sales and purchases in efforts to raise the PACURH revenues, this
includes the addition of the new “frog print” spirit pin as designed by the Spirit task force. There was
also a replacement of the regional mugs sales with regional vinyl decals. These decals had a great
profit margin for the region and reduced cost in our postage line item because unlike the mugs they
did not require to be shipped. Furthermore the Pacific worked hard at reducing costs in tough places
such as recognition, and other annual regional spirit goods, given these cuts, the increase in sales, and
the increase of the add on fee for the Regional leadership conference the Pacific was able to create a
FY18 budget on a zero deficit. In the upcoming year the Pacific will work to increase merchandise
sales by creating more appealing and cost efficient goods to sell to the regions.
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THE PACIFIC AFFILIATE
LEGISLATION
Number

Title

One Sentence Description
Officially recognizes the NACURH approved PACURH

MM 17-01

PACURH Pride Colors

colors

MM 17-02

PACURH Mascot Name

Officially recognizes the PACURH Mascot's name

Advocacy Program Grant
MM 17-03
MM 17-04
MM 17-05
MM 17-06
MM 17-07

Legislation

Adds a criteria to apply for the Advocacy Program Grant

RBD Retreat Line-Item

Moves money within out budget to maintain transparency

Revision

and consistency

Add-On Fee Increase

Increases the Add-On fee for the Region Leadership

Legislation

Conferences to $30

Pin Order Finance

Adds money to the pin inventory line items to stay fiscally

Legislation

responsible

Conference Name

Changes the names of our regional conferences in our

Change Legislation

Governing Docs per NACURH

Vote

Outcome

Acclimation

Passed

Acclimation

Passed

41-0-0

Passed

41-0-0

Passed

39-2-0

Passed

41-0-0

Passed

Acclimation

Passed
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THE SOUTH ATLANTIC
AFFILIATE

States & Provinces | Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi, North
Carolina, Tennessee, South Carolina, & Virginia
Mascot | Louie the Lion
Website | saacurh.nacurh.org
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THE SOUTH ATLANTIC AFFILIATE
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Cole Gabriel | Director
University of Florida
sa_director@nacurh.org

Lena Schwallenberg | AD-AF
University of Florida
sa_adaf@nacurh.org

Marti Wein | ADNRHH
University of Central Florida
sa_adnrhh@nacurh.org

Josh Ingebretson | CO for
NRHH & Bid Development
Appalachian State University
sa_bidding@nacurh.org

Ben Evans | CO for Public
Relations & Spirit
Western Carolina University
sa_publicrelations@nacurh.org

Taylor Hanley | CO for RHA
Development
Clemson University
sa_rhadevelopment@nacurh.org

Adam Bernot | Advisor
Wake Forest University
sa_advisor@nacurh.org

Daniel Gonzalez | Advisor
Western Kentucky
sa_nrhhadvisor@nacurh.org
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NEW REGIONAL INITIATIVES
Regional Philanthropy
The goal of the Regional Philanthropy is for SAACURH to give back to the community. Currently, we
are in contact with the I Have A Dream Foundation and we are communication with them to see how
as a region we can help benefit their organization as well as find a way to uphold the value of service
as a region.
Build the Bridge Passport Program
The Build the Bridge Passport Program was developed to be an interactive program where RHA and
NRHH Chapters would participate in activities that would Build the Bridge between the two
organizations.
NRHH Chat Series
#TeamNRHH has developed a monthly chat series where the topics vary every month based on
activities going on in NRHH Chapters around SAACURH. The goal is to have a time where NRHH
Chapters can learn information from #TeamNRHH and each other.
NRHH in a Box
NRHH in a Box is a resource being created by #TeamNRHH to have a guide for new chapters/schools
wanting to affiliate with SAACURH as well as just be a guide for anyone wanting to learn more about
NRHH, the different roles in the chapters, as well as what NRHH is on the regional and NACURH
Levels.
Virtual NCC-IT Training
We would like to host online seminars and discussions for rising NCCs to ensure they are well-trained
and properly prepared to represent their universities during boardroom and otherwise at conferences.
Additionally, we plan on giving more information on the purpose of NACURH and everyone’s role in
building community on college campuses all around the world.
Online Boardroom
We will be hosting online boardroom beginning in January in order to improve the efficiency and
progress of the region. This especially includes updates to our budget and continuation of legislation
from our RLC.
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THE SOUTH ATLANTIC AFFILIATE
TOP 5 REGIONAL GOALS
- Research other regions’ board positions to re-purpose the responsibilities of the Coordinating
Officer of State Associations and Affiliations by the 2017 Regional Business Conference

- Reorganize the SAACURH Constitution and Policy Book to remove redundancy, eliminate

contradictions, and ensure appropriate readability by the 2017 Regional Business Conference

- Create a weekly regional newsletter to increase transparency by including recent decisions, changes
made at the regional and NACURH level, and resources for RHAs and NRHH chapters

- Increase support for RHA Presidents by creating RHA development plans, an RHA chat series, and
asking the region for feedback on how we can better support RHAs

- Adopt an FY18 balanced budget that incorporates all elements of SAACURH policy while following
the guidelines of the corporation by the semi-annual conference

STRATEGIC PLANNING
GENERAL UPDATE
SAACURH is on track for year one. Thus far, the RBD has implemented many of the ideas of the
strategic plan and started several others. Among those completed are the Build the Bridge Program,
evaluating and optimizing social media, operating on a balanced and fiscally responsible budget,
created a branding and style guide, and beginning the restructuring of the SAACURH Alumni and
Affiliates Society. We have begun planning to implement a SAACURH preferred vendor list, optimize
the affiliation process, increase the role of the RHA President in the region, and create an evaluation
process for the region and RBD. We will soon be starting to create and optimize scholarship
opportunities, develop a regional philanthropy, and implement more round tables within the region.
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THE SOUTH ATLANTIC AFFILIATE
STRATEGIC PLANNING (CON’T)
ACCOMPLISHMENTS

- Building the Bridge Passport Program
- One obstacle would be releasing the program. It was supposed to be released during conference,
but due to time constraints during NRHH Boardroom, it was released at a later date.

- Created a branding and style guide for SAACURH, including proper usage of logos, fonts, and
colors for all official communication

- Aligned SAACURH Constitution and Policy Book to current NACURH standards
- Recruited and trained five new RBD members over the course of two months after the resignation
of several previous officers

TOPICS TO BE COVERED PRIOR TO THE END OF THE AFFILIATION YEAR
By the end of the year, we plan to continue raising the profile of our social media through the usage of
interactivity, to implement a SAACURH preferred vendor list, optimize the affiliation process, increase
the role of the RHA President in the region, and create an evaluation process for the region and RBD.
We would also like to lay the groundwork for scholarship opportunities, a regional philanthropy, and
round tables outside of just a conference setting.
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THE SOUTH ATLANTIC AFFILIATE
SAACURH 2016
CONFERENCE DETAILS
Hosted By | University of Central Florida
Dates | October 28-30, 2016
Theme | “The Happiest Leaders On Campus”
Total Attendance | 541

PRICES
Delegate | $225.00
Advisor Double | $295.00
Advisor Single | $435.00

UPCOMING SITE

CONFERENCE STAFF

Marissa Sowinski | Co-Chair
Ileana Garcia | Co-Chair
Sabrina Saladrigas | Transportation Chair
Tamra Crystal | Philanthropy Chair
Mak Kaplowitz | Hotel and Hospitality Chair
Brett Miller | Dining Chair
Nicole Montagna | Registration & Technology CoChair, Volunteer and Security Chair
Kadie Brauner | Spirit and Entertainment Chair
Taylor Powers | Registration and Technology Co-Chair
Matt Craig | Programming Chair
Julia Thomas | Marketing Chair

SAACURH 2017 | Not Selected

FINANCIAL UPDATE
FY 17 has been a very strong year for SAACURH, and our inflows and outflows match what is
necessary to continue being sustainable. A healthy attendance at the 2016 RLC has assisted us in
being ahead of the curve with a slightly above-budget add-on fee. We are expecting a slight
conference excess. Additionally, even with some spending beyond the budget for merchandise,
additional sales revenue has significantly exceeded additional cost.
The FY 18 budget has been crafted to better incorporate elements of the SAACURH Policy Book
which were missing from the previous budget. With SAACURH’s improved financial position from
previous years, our FY 18 budget will be completely balanced. I have continued the allocation of
delegate grants and programming grants.
Considering strides that have been made in previous years to make up for dangerous years, FY 18 will
be a year where finances will be dedicated to be utilized in a way that best benefits the region and our
students.
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LEGISLATION
Number

Title

One Sentence Description

Vote

Adds the Setting of Bid Timelines to the CO17-C

CO-NBD Position

NBD Position

Passed
59-0-0

Adjusts Purpose to Statements of Purpose as
17-E
17-F
17-G
17-J
17-M
17-N

Constitution Purpose Updates to Align

listed in NACURH Policy Book; also eliminates

with NACURH

article XIII

Language Update of NIC and NSRO

Replaces all occurrences of NIC and NSRO

Acronyms to NCO

with NCO

Deletion of Years of Incorporation

Amends Policy Book and Constitution to

From Governing Documents

Remove All Years of Incorporation

Incorporation of Section Titles in

Clarifies Purpose of Each Section Within

Constitution and Policy Book

Constitution and Policy Book

Update of SAACURH Director Position

Better Defines NACURH Duties of Regional

Responsibilities

Director

Clarification of SAACURH Officer

Spelling out of ADAF, ADNRHH, etc. in

Position Titles

section titles

Passed
59-0-0
Passed
59-0-0
Passed
59-0-0
Passed
59-0-0
Passed
59-0-0
Passed
59-0-0

Language Update of "Regional

Passed

Associate Directors of NRHH" to

Adjusts the language of the ADNRHH

17-P

"NNB"

constitutional duties

59-0-0

17-Q

Officer Responsibility Verbiage Update

Eliminates 'To' in all Officer Responsibilities

59-0-0

Clarification of CO-RHAD
17-T
17-Z

Clarifies a poorly worded responsibility

Clarification of Vacancy and

Increasing Add-On Fee for the SAACURH and
RBC Conferences

Reallocation of Responsibility of the
17-AJ

SAACURH Website

Updating end of business to reflect NACURH
Changes

17-AL

Reallocation of Responsibility for SAAS

Bring the policy book up to date to reflect the
policies that affect all bids.

Clarification of SAACURH NRHH

Change the RCC titles to CO.

17-AM

Regional Board Member Affiliation

Passed
Passed

Responsibilities
Suspension Policies

Outcome

51-0-0
Passed
59-0-0
Passed
59-0-0
59-0-0

Passed
Passed

38-16-2
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THE SOUTHWEST
AFFILIATE

States & Provinces | Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Texas, & Mexico
Mascot | SwackDaddy
Website | swacurh.nacurh.org
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THE SOUTHWEST AFFILIATE
REGIONAL BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Kyesha Isadore | Director
Louisiana State University
sw_director@nacurh.org

Patrick Bussiere | ADAF
Stephen F. Austin State
University
sw_adaf@nacurh.org

Kaylee Boice | ADNRHH
Oklahoma State University
sw_adnrhh@nacurh.org

Kristina Vaka | CO for
Marketing & Recruitment
University of Central Oklahoma
sw_recruitment@nacurh.org

Connor Dizor | CO for
Presidential Relations
Louisiana State University
sw_presidents@nacurh.org

Steven Smith | CO for
Recognition & NRHH
Texas State University
sw_recognition@nacurh.org

Alisha Mohammed | 2017
Business Conference CoChair
Texas State University
sw_businessconf@nacurh.org

Esha Mohammed | 2017
Business Conference Co-Chair
Texas State University
sw_businessconf@nacurh.org

Sarah Amberson | NRHH Advisor
The University of Texas at Dallas
sw_nrhhadvisor@nacurh.org

EmmaLe Davis | Advisor
University of Arkansas
sw_advisor@nacurh.org
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THE SOUTHWEST AFFILIATE
NEW REGIONAL INITIATIVES
Duck Crossings
Duck Crossings are our regional webinar that we hold once a month on various topics including
Affiliation, Award Bidding, Positional Bidding, Bridging the Gap Between RHA & NRHH, How to Host
a Conference, Branding and Marketing, How to Start a NRHH Chapter, NRHM & NRHH Values, and
Budgeting/Fundraising/Sponsorships.
Coffee with the CO-PR
Coffee with the CO-PR is an initiative started by our CO for Presidential Relations relations and it is a
chat held once a month for RHA presidents. Each chat has a different topic related to the
responsibilities and struggles of RHA presidents. The presidents in our region also have the
opportunity to lead the discussions.
Recognition within the Region
Introduction of new regional recognition initiatives including the introduction of the Spirit Duck and
Spirit Stick at regional conferences, the creation of the Commitment to Service Bid, the creation of
Golden Duck Awards, and Silver Feather Pins.
Rebranding
Last spring we passed new logos and colors so this year we have been updating all of our documents
and our website to reflect the changes. We have also been using our new branding in all of the
documents we publish like graphics, newsletters, conference recaps, presentations, etc.
Regional Finance Officer Support
With the introduction of a new AD-AF, one of the goals were to gather all the finance officers in the
region to create a support system. By the end of the year, there will be a listserv and GroupMe set up
for these officers. They will have monthly updates and meetings to discuss things regarding budget,
fundraising, sponsorships, funding, and anything else they find necessary. This will help compare
schools within our region and engage more students aside from NCC, Presidents, and NRHH Reps.
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THE SOUTHWEST AFFILIATE
TOP 5 REGIONAL GOALS
Giving Our Reps a Voice
The regional board of directors have been very intentional in making sure that our reps know that the
Southwest is their region and that they have a voice. We passed legislation last spring encouraging
our member institutions to have at least one person from their institution on a task force. Because of
this our average task force involvement is about 10 members; each task force ranging from 7 to 16
members. We also had reps write the most legislation we have ever seen in SWACURH history.
Representatives authored and co-authored 24 out of the 32 pieces of legislation heard this year.
Communication
We have been coming up with ways to be more transparent and increase communication between the
regional board and the region. After every conference and retreat we have released a recap document
summarizing everything that happened for those unable to attend. We also extended our weekly
newsletter to include school updates, spotlights, and shoutouts that can be submitted by members.
Additionally, we created a monthly newsletter that includes RBD positional updates along with articles
that schools can submit.
Accountability
This year we have been trying to learn and grow as we implement new things and we believe the only
way to do that is by receiving feedback. So in order to hold the RBD more accountable to what
happens in the region we have released our first mid-year assessment and RBD assessment to review
our initiatives thus far and to review the performance of the RBD members. We have also released a
survey on boardroom at the Regional Leadership Conference in order to improve it for our Regional
Business Conference.
Strategic Plan
We have been working on implementing all of the initiatives in year one of the strategic plan. We are
happy to say that most of our year one initiatives are complete and we are now planning on creating
new initiatives that we can complete this year.
Resources and Resource Accessibility
In order to continuously provide benefits our member schools we have worked on creating resources
and making sure that those resources are easily accessible to our members. There are now bidding
guides for each conference and we held regional webinars on how to bid for awards and for RBD
positions. In an effort to make all of our resources more accessible, we have linked the resources on
our website and we also have google drive folders for NCCs, NRHH reps, and Presidents that contain
minutes, to-do lists, and resources for the positions.
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THE SOUTHWEST AFFILIATE
STRATEGIC PLANNING
GENERAL UPDATE
We are on track for year one and most of our initiatives are complete! It has been a really smooth
process by incorporating our initiatives into task forces and discussions at chats.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS

- In order to complete a few of our strategic plan initiatives for year one, we have implemented a
variety of things like task forces, webinars, and passed legislation.

- We have evaluated the way we conduct SWACURH-U and tweaked it to better serve our member
institutions.

- We have created legislation for things like the duties of the ADNRHH, bid intents, and realigning
our bid policies with NACURH.

- In order to bridge the gap between RHA & NRHH chapters we held a webinar on to evaluate both
organizations and how our member institutions work together within those.

- Our CO for Recognition and NRHH Development has created bidding resources for our leadership
conference and will be creating more for our business conference.

- We have also created a task force to evaluate our mascot's name and will be creating another task
force in the spring to redesign our mascot.

OBSTACLES

- Our biggest obstacle was that the strategic plan lacked details on a few of the initiatives, but we

have leaned on the historic perspectives of our advisors and interpreted it the best we could and
are working to carry out the goals of it.

TOPICS TO COMPLETE PRIOR TO THE END OF THE AFFILIATION YEAR
By the end of the year we intend to finish all of our year one initiatives that have not been completed.
This includes consolidating our social media, creating a process for selecting programming at the
regional conference and getting feedback on how the SWACURH-U sessions went at the RLC 2016.
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THE SOUTHWEST AFFILIATE
SWACURH 2016
CONFERENCE DETAILS
Hosted By | University of North Texas
Dates | October 20-23, 2016
Theme | “Blazing New Trails”
Total Attendance | 488

PRICES
Delegate | $254.97
Advisor Single | $347.34
Advisor Double | $532.10

UPCOMING SITE
SWACURH 2017 | Not Selected

FINANCIAL UPDATE

CONFERENCE STAFF

Mirandy McNeely & Alex Rouse | Conference Chairs
Blake Lowry | Registration
Beatriz Mages | Entertainment
Megan Chambers | Spirit and Awards
Jessica Lanza | Programming
Luke Westervelt | Public Relations and Technology
Justin Wagenhauser | Volunteer Management and
Programming
Carolyn MacDuff | Hospitality
Gabby Reed | Accommodations
Allison MacCarthy | Philanthropy and Sustainability
Curtis Kimberlin | Facilities
Megan Dale & Keanna Wiggins | Mass Gatherings
Halle Wiltshire | Dining/Banquet
Kimmy Davis | Transportation, Parking/Safety, and
Security
Eric Johnson | Conference Advisor

Some of our gains for the semester have been an increase in regional apparel through creating
regional t-shirts for, this has really helped increase our revenue and has provided an increase of what
was budgeted for us. Though we see a lot of our losses within our travel funds and our equipment line
items, as we have purchased regional flash drives and a new camera in our checking account. While
our savings account has not been touched and has only been gaining interest, but we have recently
divided it up into the proper accounts.
When talking about our future plans for the region, it is to increase our add on fees in order to create
a better revenue and move away from budgeting for excess and deficit within our region. As well as
ensuring we are working towards a balanced budget and get out of red, if possible. Lastly ensuring
that money is in the correct line items and is properly reflected within our record keeping.
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THE SOUTHWEST AFFILIATE
LEGISLATION
Number

Title

One Sentence Description

Vote

MM17-A

Mascot Name Change

Changing the name of the mascot

4-28- 0

MM17-B

Legislation Transparency

Making all legislation available five days before it is voted on

30-0-0

MM17-C

Recogition OTM Cateogy

Suggestion to the NNB to create Recogntion OTM categoty

32-0-0

Sub-regional Host Site

Making sub-regional host site bids voted on at leadership

MM17-D

Bid

conference instead of business conference

29-0-1

MM17-E

NRHH-CC Name Change

Changing NRHH-CC to NRHH Rep

19-0-0

NRHH Outstanding

Stating if a chapter qualifies for this award, they cannot

MM17-F

Chapter of the Year

submit a building block award

19-0-0

MM17-G

NRHH Rep Duties

Adding duties to NRHH Rep in NRHH Policy Book

18-0-1

Timeframe for Business

Changing timeframe for content of bus conf awards to

Conference Awards

NACURH-NACURH

MM17-H

NRHH RBD Duties

Bylaws

32-0-0
Passed
18-0-1

MM17-K

Commitment to Service

Creating a commitment to service award

29-0-1

MM17-L

Letters of Intent

Making notice of intent mantatory for all award bids

32-0-0

Creating a recognition award given by Director, ADNRHH,

Silver Feather Award

Creating award similar to silver pins for all RBD members

MM17-O

NRHH Values

Adding NRHH values in NRHH policy book

Conference Name

Changing conference names to Leadership and Business Conf

Change

in NRHH policy book

MM17-P

MM17-R

Passed
Passed
Passed

32-0-0
29-0-0

Passed

27-2-0

Passed
Passed

18-0-1

Conference Loan
MM17-Q

Passed

Passed

NRHH Policy Book

MM17-N

Passed

32-0-0

NRHH RBD Duties

CO-RN, and conference chairs at each conference

Passed

Passed

MM17-J

Golden Duck Award

Passed

Passed

Changing ADNRHH, CO-RN, and NRHH Advisor duties in

MM17-M

Failed

Passed

Changing ADNRHH, CO-RN, and NRHH Advisor duties in
MM17-I

Outcome

Passed

Repayment

Extending repayment date of conference loan

Conference Staff

Changing conference staff recognition line item in conference

Recognition Costs

budget to "up to $5"

29-0-0
Passed
30-0-0
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THE SOUTHWEST AFFILIATE
LEGISLATION
Number
MM17-S

MM17-T

MM17-U

Title

One Sentence Description

Conference Wrap Up

Stating that director has to approve wrap up and can only

Report Approval

deny it if it does not meet policy

NRHH President of the

Expanding criteria for NRHH President of the Year in the

Year

NRHH Policy Book

NRHH President of the

Expanding criteria for NRHH President of the Year in the

Year Bid

SWACURH Policy Book

Vote

Passed
32-0-0
Passed
19-0-0
Passed
32-0-0

This allows to extend the RBD presentations from 5 minutes
MM17-V

MM17-W

MM17-X

RBD Presentation Time

to 10 minutes.

CO for Conference Name

Reflected the changing of language within SWACURH from

Change

CO for Conference to Conference Chair

Mandatory Policy Review

Makings policy review mandatory within policy and allows the

Timeline

RBD to create the timeline.

Passed
22-0-0
Passed
18-2-2
Passed
22-0-0

Creating an extra award given out by conference chairs at

Passed

MM17-Y

Conference Chair Award

NACURH instead of one since there are 2 conferences

32-0-0

MM17-Z

New Camera

This allows the RBD to purchase a new regional camera.

21-0-1

Making all NACURH policies automatically change into
MM17-AA

MM17-BB

NACURH Trickle Down

SWACURH Governing Documents.

NRHH Outstanding

Stating if a chapter qualifies for this award, they cannot

Chapter of the Year

submit a building block award in SWACURH Policy

Gavel Order

positions to match current policies

22-0-0
Passed
22-0-0
Passed
21-0-1

Community of the Year
MM17-DD

Bid

Passed
Chaning the criteria of the COY award

10-22- 0

Removal of Bids
MM17-EE

MM17-FF

Passed
Passed

This re-addressed the gavel order for SWACURH and updates
MM17-CC

Outcome

Passed

Clarification

Clarifies the removal of bids after policy review.

NACURH NRHH Trickle

Making all NACURH NRHH policies automatically change in

Down

SWACRUH NRHH policy book in SWACURH NRHH Policy

19-1-2
Passed
19-0-0
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ON CAMPUS MARKETING

Phone | 1.866.847.7365
Website | www.ocm.com
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ON CAMPUS MARKETING
Andy McDade
andy@ocm.com
609.359.1303

Angela Powell
apowell@ocm.com
609.359.1332

Scott Singleton
ssingleton@ocm.com
609.359.1349

PARTNERSHIP SUMMARY
Gifts & Recognition
- RHA & NRHH Building Block Awards | The school receiving the NACURH-level award will receive a
$250 scholarship for their RHA/NRHH Chapter.
-

First Year Experience Award | Commemorative gift, $200 scholarship to NACURH-level award
recipient; Commemorative gift, $100 scholarship to recipient, $100 induction fee to AAFN to
regional award recipients.

Annual Conference
- OCM will conduct workshops.
- NACURH Liaison will work with conference staff for scheduling.
- OCM will provide a goodie bag for all delegates
- Notepads and pens for all the delegates
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ON CAMPUS MARKETING
PARTNERSHIP SUMMARY (CONT.)
Annual Conference (cont.)
- Commemorative Pin
- $500 value
- Current executive board determine the design
- OCM & NACURH logos on the pin
- Advisor Social
- $600 toward the advisor social
- NACURH liaison to work with conference staff for planning
- These all provide a service to the delegates at NACURH, and provide OCM and NACURH a
means to share with all delegates the details of their partnership.
Fall Regional Conferences
OCM will conduct one workshop at Fall Regional Conferences, provide pens for all delegates and
notepads for the NCC business meeting, as well as, in conjunction with conference staff will sponsor
advisor social.
Regional Business Conferences Conferences
OCM will provide pens and note pads for NCC business meeting and commemorative cups.
Endorsement Fees
Fees shall be paid at each annual NACURH Conference. OCM shall pay NACURH endorsement fees
based on approved formula in the current endorsement contract.
Additional Support
OCM provides four $200.00 STARS College Honorariums and provide $300.00 per region for
students to benefit from.
What NACURH Provides OCM
Annual Conference
- Time on NCC agenda
- Time on Banquet agenda to assist with
award presentation
- 4 staff fees waived for National Conference
- 2 staff fees waived for Semi-Annual
Conference
- Space in conference binder for
advertisements

Regional
- Time on NCC agenda
- Time on banquet agenda to present awards
- Two staff fees waived for regional conference
- One staff fee waived for No-Frills
conferences
- Space in conference binder and Guide Book
for advertisements

Vendors conducting a similar business to OCM are not allowed to have a presence at Annual or
Regional conferences.
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ON CAMPUS MARKETING
ENDORSED PROGRAMS
As of 2013, all OCM programs are endorsed by NACURH. NACURH receives $30.00 per program
sponsored by an RHA/NRHH/Hall Council organization. Additionally, if an RHA/NRHH Chapter
sponsors an endorsed program for the first time, OCM will pay the NACURH member dues the
following academic year. Below is a brief summary of each program.
The Collegiate Welcome Program | Offers families the opportunity to send notes of encouragement,
along with a variety of fun snacks to their students. Families are able to order over the summer for the
entire year. Packages include Welcome to Campus, Halloween, Out of the Blue and Valentine’s.
The Final Exams Program | Coincides with end-of-term final exams. A variety of food packages is
also offered for the final exams period in each term. Families provide notes of encouragement for
their students.
The Residence Hall Linens Program | Provides top quality extra-long linens, along with a variety of
room and bath accessories designed for residence hall living. Through this easy and affordable
program, families can purchase hard-to-find extra-long linens and have them shipped directly to their
homes over the summer. This convenient program saves time and frustration, giving parents and
students one less thing to worry about when preparing for college move-in.
The Residence Hall Carpet Program | Allows students to choose from a variety of colors and have
their carpets delivered to campus. The sponsoring organization can either deliver the carpets to the
students’ rooms or staff a centralized pick-up site. All carpets are cut to fit specific room dimensions
and are fully bound. Adding carpet to student’s rooms keeps students comfortable throughout the
year.
The Campus Backup Service | The best-in-class way to protect students’ computer files. Powered by
Carbonite, a leading cloud backup provider, the service protects academic files, photos, music and
settings all for less than $1 per week. With special student pricing and instant backup and recovery
of important data, this is a must have to avoid a data disaster! Now includes mobile anytime/
anywhere access at no additional charge, so files can be saved and recovered from mobile devices
too!
The Diploma Display Program | Provides graduates a way to properly showcase and preserve their
cherished diplomas. Our custom-made hardwood frames have beautiful finishes, conservation quality
matting and gold leaf embossing of your school’s name and seal. An economical alternative to
expensive framing services, this program offers graduates quality and convenience. Students receive
their frames by mail, so they never need to part with their valued diplomas. The documents slip easily
into the frames and are permanently secured without special tools or messy adhesives, creating a
polished result in minutes.
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ON CAMPUS MARKETING
AWARDS
OCM is pleased to sponsor the NACURH National Building Block Awards for RHA and NRHH. These
awards are announced at the NACURH Annual Conference and the selected chapters will receive
$250.00 to support future programs. The winners of these awards are selected at the NACURH
Annual Conference.
Additionally, OCM sponsors the First Year Experience Award, recognizing student involvement during
their first year on campus. Regionally, the recipient of this award will receive $100.00 and a
commemorative gift. The NACURH recipient will receive $200.00 and a commemorative gift. At this
time the regional awards are selected and presented during the Regional Business Conferences
Conferences held in the spring, and the national recipient is chosen at the NACURH Annual
Conference.

SCHOLARSHIPS
STARS College is an excellent program that offers students the opportunity to learn more about a
career in Housing & Residence Life. OCM has supported STARS College since 2005. OCM provides
NACURH $800 to offer four $200 scholarships to students who are selected for the program. The
students must be from a NACURH affiliated school. Selection is traditionally done in April. STARS
College is held just prior to the ACUHO-I Conference & Exhibition.
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NACURH 2016 AWARD RECIPIENTS
FIRST YEAR EXPERIENCE AWARD
Geneva Magsino | Case Western Reserve University
STUDENT OF THE YEAR
Jared Kimbrell | Oklahomaa State University
NRHH MEMBER OF THE YEAR
Monica Maly | University of Colorado Boulder
NACURH ADVISOR OF THE YEAR
Eli Trenado | Texas State University
NACURH PRESIDENT OF THE YEAR
Katie Bartel | The University of British Columbia
NACURH NCC OF THE YEAR
Becca Lynch | Arizona State University
NACURH OTM TRAVELING AWARD
University of California, San Diego
2015 NACURH/ACUHO-I PROGRAM OF THE YEAR
AWARD
Colorado School of Mines
NACURH OUTSTANDING ADVOCACY INITIATIVE
New York University

2015 NRHH DIAMOND AWARDS
Kaylee Boice
Ashleigh Bowers
Brendan Cody
Sara Collins
William Hsu
Meaghan Shaw
Aspen Shackleford
STARS COLLEGE HONORARIUMS
Hannah Aksamit | University of Arizona
Sara Collins | University of New Mexico
Rebecca Smith | University of Northern Colorado
Kenton Westerfield | University of Northern Colorado
NACURH ADVANCEMENT SOCIETY INDUCTEES
Nathan Tack
Rachel Zolotarsky
Ethan Schwarten
Brett Moore
NACURH SERVICE AWARD
Jacob Crosetto
Danielle Melidona
KEN STONER DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD
Dan Ocampo

OUTSTANDING NRHH CHAPTER OF THE YEAR
University of California, San Diego

GOLD PINS
Kenneth Hughes
Danielle Melidona
Jacob Crosetto
Kaley Van Zile
Ethan Schwarten
Abbas Hill
Molly McKinstry
Justin M.G. Schwenden

NACURH SCHOOL OF THE YEAR
Towson University

NACURH 2017 CONFERENCE HOST
Purdue University

NRHH BUILDING BLOCK CHAPTER OF THE YEAR
University of Arizona
NACURH BUILDING BLOCK RHA OF THE YEAR
University of Nebraska at Omaha
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P: 424-262-2874

1115 North 16th St, Lincoln, Nebraska 68588
nic@nacurh.org www.nacurh.org
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